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SECTION 1

I N T R 0 D U C T'I 0 N

Terminal operational capacity could be increased by
reducing the present lateral separation criteria betwecn il.dcic-
pendent Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) operations on parallo]
runways and by establishing a basis for separatiqn criteria for
Conventional Take-Off and Landing/Short Take-Off and Landrinq
(CTOL/STOL) operations for parallel or skewed runways. The 61-
jective of the Lateral Separation Study is to provide a moans
for establishing the feasibility of minimizing runway, spacinqs
for the purpose of increasing the terminal operational cauacity.

The Lateral Separation Study prdlvides a method for
determining the minimum lateral spacing between runways And mina-
suring the relative safety for a given runway spacinq. Volume I
of this report summarizes the procedures used to obtain the rQ-
quired data and discusses the aoolication and use of. this dat.ai.
The basic objectives of Volume II are to discuss in detail, the

development of the techniques used to generate the data and to

present the data used in the determination of minimum runway
spacings.

A presentation of the list of data ossential to the
determination of minimum runway spacings and a brief description
of the problems associated with the generation of this data are
contained in Section 1.1. Briefly, this data includes normal
operating zone data, probability of collision data, and3 blundtr
recovery data.

Section 2 provides a summary of tho methods tqsed to
determine the NOZ, probability of collision, and Wlunder recoVoe'
airspace data. The basic approach used in generating this data
was to obtain statistical descriptions of the location errors
(probability density functions) of aircraft operating under IFR
conditions. The probability density functions in turn were Used
directly to compute the probability of coll'ision data and' normaL
operating zones. The lateral error proiability density functions
were obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation. The Fokker-Pianck
equation uses the system dynamics, r)rovided by approach system
models, and an initial lateral distribution, provided by measured
distribution data, to propagate the probability density fun-tion
in time. A deterministic analysis which included di parametric
variation of the pertinent system parameters was used to gene-
rate the blunder recovery airspace requirements.

The results required to determine the minimum run-
way spacings are discussed in Section 3 and p:resentd in the
appendices.

I-i
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The methods for determining minimum runway spacing
requirements and for measuring the relative safety for a given
spacing for parallel or skewed runways are presented in Section
4. In addition to minimum runway spacing considerations, the
situation wherý runway spacings are fixed is also considered.

In' this case, methods are provided for identifying acceptable
operations and for determining relative safety. The aircraft
an4 runway configurations'considered include CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/
STOL, and STOL/STOL. The methods are based upon probability of 4

collision data, NOZ data, and blunder recovery airspace data.

1-
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SL7TION 1.i

PROBLEM DEFINITION

As stated previously, the objective of this study is

to provide a means to establish the feasibility of minimizing
runway spacings for the purpose of increasing the terminal IFR
operational capacity. This objective is accomplished by pro-
viding a method for determining the minimum lateral spacing
between runways and for measuring the relative safety for a
given runway spacing.

It is T%, t'ssary to provide a method for determining
minimum runway spa --:s Cor the following aircraft and runway
configuration-,:

(1) ('TOL/CTOL - paral3..ýl,

(2) CTOL/STOL - parallel at different threshold
locations,

(3) CTOL/STOL - skewed, and
(4) STOL/STOL - parallel.

The method should be capable of handling the following approach

systems:

(lV front course Instrument Landing System
(FC-ILS),

(2) back course Instrument Landing System
(BC-ILS), and

(3) VHF omni-directional range/distance measuring
equipment (VOR/DME).

Both independent and dependent operations should be considered,
as well as arrivals, departures, missed approaches, and blunders.

The problems specific to Volume I of this report are
the df-termination of a procedure for obtaining the minimum run-
way ipacinas and relative safety considerations, which are based

upon t he following:
(1) no transgression zones,
(2) normal operating zones,
(3) blunder recovery airspace, and
(4) probability of collision.
The normal operating zones should be determined for

FC-ILS, Category I, CTOL approaches; FC-ILS, Category II, CTOL
appro.aches; BC-ILS, Category I, CTOL approaches; FC-ILS,
Category f, STOL vpproaches; and VOR/DME, CTOL approaches.
These normal operating zones should be such that either 68% or

A 95% of the operaticns are contained in the zone.
The blunder recovery area should be determined for

1-3



combinations of parameters which include a set of extreme
deviation situatiofis, a 3et of data acquisition systems having
various accuracies and update rates, a set of rules and pro-
cedures, a set of aircraft/pilot performance characteristics,
a set of communication times, and a set of measurement tech-
niques.

The runway separation evaluation data should be
determined for independent parallel CTOL operations for front
course ILS/front course ILS, front course ILS/back course ILS,
and front course ILS/(VOR/DME) approaches. This data should
also be determined for dependent parallel CTOL front course ILS
approaches with various longitudinal separations and for inde-
pendent parallel CTOL/STOL and STOL/STOL front course ILS
approaches for specific STOL runway threshold locations.

A procedure for determining minimum runway spacings
should be determined for:

1) Parallel runways and independent operations for:
FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-CTOL
FC-ILS-CTOL/BC-ILS-CTOL
FC-ILS-CTOL/(VOR/DME)-CTOL
FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-STOL (differ:'ent runway

threshold locations)
2) Parallel runways and dependent opera'tions for:

FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-CTOL
3) Skewed runways and independent -perations for:

FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-STOL with due consid-
eration for approaches, departures,
and missed approaches.

Once the minimum spacing problem is solved for CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/
STOL, and STOL/STOL, the effect on the terminal operational
capacity could be determined.

1-4



SECT ION 2

SUMMARY 'OF METHOD OF SOLUTION

The problem addressed in Se' .ion 1 is that of in-
creasing the terminal operational capz. .ty. A method of solving
this problem is by reducing the lateral separation criteria be-
tween parallel runways for independent IFR operations and by es-
tablishing a basis for separation criteria for CTOL/STOL opera-
tions for runways oriented either parallel or skewed. This new
Fiparation criteria should be developed such that minimum run-
way spacings are obtained for specified safety requirements and
approach system configurations.

The objective of the methodology summarized in the
following sections nd discussed in detail in Volume II is the
determination of the data required to obtain values for the min-
imum spacing between CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL run-
ways under various operational. procedures. This methodology is
illustrated in block diagram form in Figure 2-1.

Basically, this methodology involves the deriva-
tion of system models that incluie approach system characteris-
tics such as pilot performance, aircraft performance, instru-
ment approach system respons.e and errors, controller interac-
tion, etc. These models are discussed in further detail in
Section 2.1.

Using these models, a set of state equations were
derived, and the corresponding Fokker-Planck partial differen-
tial equation was then discussed. The development of the Fokker-
Planck equation is described in Section 2.2.

The location error data collected at Chicago, Port-
lanu, Atlanta, NAFEC, and Charleston was then processed to yield
the measured aircraft error distributions. The lateral distri-I •butions were used to initialize the Fokker-Planck equation, to
aid in verification of the system models, and used in the pro-
babil•.ty of collision determination. A description of this
effort is included in Section 2.3.

Verification of the system models was accomplished
by comparing observed quantities from the physical system to
those quantities predicted by the models as discussed in Section
2.4. In an effort to determine the dominant system parameters,

! va sensitivity analysis was completed using both a deterministic
and a statistical model. The approach used in this investiga-
tion is also included in Section 2.4.

Using the initial lateral measured error distribu-
tions and the verifii-d Fokker-Planck equation, the aircraft

2-1
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positional error distributions, or probability density func-
tions, from the initial range to the decision height were com-
puted as described in Section 2.5. These density surfaces are
the statistical description of the positional errors of the
aircraft at time or range intervals along the approach. The
models and the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation were
developed such that it was possible to vary the parameters of,
the models (equations) to determine the lateral error distribu-
tions for each of the required operational procedures., 'The
normal operating zones (the area containing 68% or 95% of the

aircraft operations) were then computed directly from the lat-
eral error distributions. Vertical and longitudinal probability
density functions were also obtained as discussed in Section
2.5.

Then the probability of collision for the various
operational. procedures and runway configurations were determined.
The definition of these collision probabilities and the methods
of obtaining them are described in Section 2.6.

The effect of those aircraft that deviate beyond
the NOZ due to blunder conditions were investigated. The'
determination of the recovery airspace required for various
blunder situations was accomplished using a deterministic
approach. The determination of the recovery airsRace is
described in Section 2.7.

As indicated in Figure 2-1, the primary results of
the methodology described in Sections 2.1 through 2.7 are the
NOZ, blunder recovery area, and collision probabilities for the
various operational procedures, aircraft/pilot performance, and
approach system parameters. A systematic combination of this
data using specified safety requirements and approach system
parameters results in a minimum runway spacing. The procedures
for determining the minimum runway spacing are discussed in
Section 4.

The following sections synopsize the methodology
used to determine the data required for the determination of
the minimum runway spacing. A detailed technical description
of the methodology in these sections is -icluded in the compan-
ion report, Volume II.

2-3
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SECTION 2.1

SYSTEM MODEL DEVELOPMENT

.After a'thorough examination of the problem defi-
nition, discussed in Section 1.1, the method of solution,
discussed in Section 2,, was formulated. The first major effort
involved in accomplishing the method of solution is the 'develop-
ment of mathematical models which describe the required approach
systems. To aid in model development:and verification tasks,
a comprehensive literature survey was conducted, resulting in
the models described in this ,section'. The dpproach systems
investigated and modeled in this. study are described in Table
2.1-1. The developmerit o4 mathematical models which describe
these approach systems is discussed in the sections ,4hich follow.

Due to similar.ties in these approach systeuis, a
nominalsystem model is d~velopeU which represents all of the
above approach systems, The nominal model equdtions andi'certain

model parameter values are representative lof all of the above
approach systems; however, some model parameters are specific

VI

I 'Table 2.1-1 Approach Systems
• 'Primary Runway Approach Guidance

Designation U~er Class Type System

'II
FC-ILS-I-CTOL CTOL CTOL Front Course, ILS,

Category I Categoky I

FC-ILS-II-CTOL CTOL CTOJ Front Course, ILS,
Category II Category II

BC-ILS-1-CTOL CTOL CTOL Back Course, ILS,
Category I Category I

VOR-CTOL CTOL CTOL VOR '(track-ing inbouiid
Category I , to a station within

the airport boundary)

FC-ILS-I-STOL STOL STOL Front Course, ILS,
Category I Category I

Preceding page blank 2-5



§• to each approach system. The nominal model is defined as a
front course, instrument landing system, Category I and Category
II combination, conventional take off and landing aircraft and
runway (FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL).

Section 2.1.1 establishes the operational concepts
for the system models. A discussion of the nominal model de-
velopment is contained in Section 2.1.2. Various required ex-
pansions of the nominal model to encompass the operational con-
cepts are discussed in Section 2.1.3. Section 2.1.4 contains
an error definition discussion for the various approach systems.
Section 2.1.5 discusses the model state equation derivation for
use in the Fokker-Planck analysis. Verification of the nominal
system model is discussed in Section 2.4. A detailed technical
development of the system model is contained in Volume II of this
report.

2.1.1 MODEL CONCEPT DEFINITION
Before a reasonable system model can be developed,

it is necessary to plan all required phases of the analysis and
relate the model to each phase by predetermining how the model
will be utilized. It is also necessary to establish a set of
ground rules and assumptions to serve as a guideline throughout
model development and subsequent model usage. Additi.onally, it
is necessary to define the general model structure b identify-
ing the major components and their corresponding interconnections.
The purpose of this section is to accomplish these objectives.

The basic model concepts are derived by considering
all factors which affect an aircraft's lateral deviation from a
runway localizer beam. Consideration of these factors results
in the model structure shown in Figure 2.1.1-1. The major

. components contained in the model structure are the aircraft,
pilot, course deviation indicator and ground controller. The
component interconnections are also shown in Figure 2.1.1-1.

Runway lateral separation requirements, as defined
in this study, are based upon the assumptions that (1) the
approach system's lateral and vertical tracking dynamics are
independent and (2) the aircraft is to remain in the glideslope
plane excep•t when executing a missed approach. These assump-
tions allow the results obtained from this study to reflect the
"worst case" possibility. Based upon these assumptions, the
system model simulates lateral control only.

After a thorough investigation of the objectives
of this study, the model's operational concepts were established.
The expanded system models (Section 2.1.3) are capable of IFR
operations for CTOL or STOL aircraft operating on CTOL or STOL

2-6
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Figure 2.1.1-1 General System Model

runways with either an ILS (Category I or Category II) or VOR
approach guidance system. The expanded models can simulate
arrivals or departures and independent or dependent operations
on single or multiple (parallel or skewed) runway configura-
tions. They can simulate both straight-in approach paths and
general curved three-dimensional approach paths, and have
the capability of simulating missed approaches.

The approach system models are used in the genera-
tion of supporting data which will be used in the determination
of the minimum lateral runway separation criteria. The state
equations derived from the model are utilized in the Fokker-
Planck analysis which generates probability density functions
which in turn are used in the probability of collision analysis.

-The system model is also utilized in the blunder analysis, which
defines lateral recovery airspace requirements for various
blunder conditions.

The expanded models may be used as analysis tools
to study approach systems. Certain terminal system parameters
and/or system errors may be varied and the effects on the total
system response observed. The models may be used in the pre-
diction of distribution data for systems in which no measured
field data exists. Certain system characteristics which are
difficult to observe in the actual approach system (such as

I •multiple aircraft relative velocities and locations, aircraft
bank angle and heading angle, curved path characteristics,
etc.) may be obtained easily from these expanded system models.

2-7



2.1.2 NOMINAL MODEL

2.1.2.1 Introduction
The purpose of the nominal model is to simulate a

composite set of CTOL aircraft flying the final leg of a front
course ILS approach under IFR conditions. The model is also
used to develop and check the state equations used in the
Fokker-Planck analysis and to establish a data base to which
more complex models may be compared.

To determine the requirements of the nominal model,
an analysis of the various components included in an ILS
approach was undertaken. The various subsystems identified were
then studied to allow development of simple yet accurate mathe-
matical models of the subsystem response. For each subsystem
various basic assumptions were used to determine the modeling
requirements.

A linear version of the nominal model was developed
for use in the Fokker-Planck analysis.

2.1.2.2 Approach
The development of the nominal model was based on

the general block diagram of the system presented in Section
2.1.1 (Figure 2.1.1-1).

Assumptions
Assumptions used in the development of the nominal

model 1nclude
1) the system's lateral and vertical tracking

dynamics are independent, and
2) the aircraft remains in the glideslope

plane except when executing a missed
approach.

These assumptions result in a study reflecting the "worst case"
possibility. Thus, the system model simulates lateral control
only.

The aircraft will be assumed to perform coordinated
turns in the glideslope plane in order to nullify any lateral
displacement error. This assumption simplifies the aircraft
dynamics equations.

Course Deviation Indicator (CDI) Model
The CDI model computes the angular error of the

aircraft measured from the localizer beam in the glideslope
plane.

2-8
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The CDI simulator relates the lateral displacement

error magnitude to*the displayed angular error as a function of

range from the lateral guidance transmitting antenna as shnwn

in Figure 2.1.2-1. Thus, a 500 foot error at ten miles from

the antenna displays less needle deflection than the same 500

foot error would command at two miles from the antenna. This

is representative of the variable sensitivity found in actual

CDI operation.

Desired Tracking
Track CDI Error

Range,

Lateral Deviation

Figure 2.1.2-1 Course Deviation Indicator Model

Pilot Model

Selected feedback loops closed by the pilot for

the localizer displacement control task are presented in

Figure 2.1.2-2. The pilot commands a bank angle to the aileron

control loop based on his perception of heading error in a

secondary loop. The heading error is based on a heading

reference established by his perception of localizer deviation.

The bank angle is the pilot's primary controlling parameter.

The pilot model approximates the pilot response by

a pure time delay and a lead. The time delay represents the

,pilot/control delay, characteristic of human delays and air-
craft control system delays, and the lead simulates the

pilot's anticipatory ability. However, in order to develop a

pilot model in a form suitable for use in the Fokker-Planck

analysis, the pilot/control time delay was replaced by a

simulated time dclay.

Tracking Aileron

Error Pilot Control

. .........

Heading Bank

Angle Angle

Figure 2.1.2-2 Pilot Model
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Aircraft Model
In the 'determination of approach system lateral

distribution data, it is necessary to consider the aircraft's
dominant lateral dynamics only. Due to the dominant long term
nature of the approach system dynamics, the aircraft's short
term transient motion becomes negligible; therefore, it is
assumed that the aircraft's lateral dynamics can be simuated
by representing the aircraft bank rate response to aileron
input by a time lag with a limited bank rate and turn rate.
These limits are imposed by pilot acceptability and passenger
comfort considerations.

The pilot is assumed to cause the aircraft to per-
form coordinated turns in the glideslope plane to nullify
lateral deviation errors. This assumption is utilized in the
derivation of the aircraft equations of motion which describe
the heading and location of the air.-raft as a function of bank
angle and time. The aircraft model is shown in Figure 2.1.2-3.

Initial
Conditions

Deflectio Aircraft Bank An le Aircraft Location
Angle Response Dynamics --_-__pHeading

Angle

Figure 2.1.2-3 Aircraft Model

Total System
While flying an ILS approach, the pilot sees an

error displayed on the CDI. After some nominal physiological
delay he uses the magnitude and direction of the error to
command an aileron deflection which causes the aircraft to
bank, resulting in a heading change. The new heading tends
to reduce th'- error and the CDI indicates a smaller error.

"T'he CDI, pilot, and aircraft models are connected
and related in a manner which accurately simulates the actual
system. The CDI model computes the erroc from the ILS center-
line which is input to the pilot model. Also input into the
pilot model are the heading and the bank angle of the aircraft.
The pilot nodel simulates the pilot's anticipation of the air-
craft heading and bank angle change and then commands some

2-10
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aileron deflection.* The aileron deflection is used to deter-
mine the aircraft bank rate and heading change. The aircraft
attitude and direction are used to compute the updated posi-
tion and the CDI takes the information and generates a new
error for the pilot model.

Inherent in every physical system are several error
sources (or noise sources). The types of errors which pri-
marily affect the lateral approach system dynamics are lateral
guidance equipment transmitting and receiving errors and pilot
errors. Pilot error sources are assumed to occur at each input
to the pilot - bank angle, heading angle, and localizer tracking
error. Included in these pilot error terms are such things as
pilot attitude, indicator equipment accuracy and any other con-
tributors which affect the pilot's ability or desire to react
to actual conditions. Since the bank angle is the pilot's
primary controlling parameter, pilot attitude errors are pri-
marily included in the bank angle error.

The implementation of the tctal system is illustrated
in the block diagram of Figure 2.1.2-4.

For use in the Fokker-Planck analysis, it was neces-
sary to develop a linear version of the nominal model. The

development of the linearized model was accomplished by replac-
ing the nonlinear portions of the nominal model with accurate
linear approximations.

2.1.2.3 Nominal Model Results
The nominal model (Figure 2.1.2-4) has been pro-

grammed in a FORTRAN IV language computer routine for ease of
use in the various analyses.

The nominal model parameter values were obtained
from several sources including: a literature search, fitting
measured distribution data, and, where necessary, assuming values.

Each feedback loop in the nominal model has been
verified by comparison of the simulated response to the expec-
ted response. The linear model was verified by comparing its
response to the response of the nonlinear nominal model.

A discussion of the verification of the nominal model
is contained in Section 2.4.

2.1.3 EXPANDED MODELS
The nominal model described in Section 2.1.2 has

been expanded to encompass the specific operational concepts
defined in Section 2.1.1. The model expansion task may be
broken into two parts:

8 1. Approach System Models (Section 2.1.3.1)
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2. Curved Path and Multiple Aircraft/Runway
Models (Section 2.1.3.2')

The approach system-mod~ls are based on the systems listed in
Table 21-1 and are developed for use in the generation of
the:probability density functions which are used in the
probability of collision analysis. The curved path model
and multiple aircra-2t/runway model are dpveloped for use as

approach system analysis tools.

2.1.3.1 Approach System Models
The specific approach systems modeled in this

study from Table 2.1-1 are:
1. FC-ILS-I-CTOL
2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL
,3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL

4. VOR-CTOL
5. FC-ILS-I-STOL

Due to similarities in the above approach systems, the nominal
model block diagram developed in Section 2.1.2 (Figure 2.1.2-4)
is valid for all of these systems. The nominal model equa-
tions and certain model parameter values are representative
of all of the above approach systems; however, some model param-
eter values are specific to each approach system and thus
distinguish the different approach system models from one
another.

An analysis of each particular item necessary to
model the specified approach systems was performed. The izodel
parameter values for each specific approach system are deter-
,mined from the above analysis and by fitting models to mea-
sured distribution data (from Section 2.3) for each approach
system, as discussed in Section 2.5.

A brief description of each of the approach systems
is contained below.

FC-ILF-I-CTOL (Front Course - Instrument Landing System -

Category I - Convenl:ional Take Off and Landing)
In this aystem a ground-based transmitter generates

a set of beams in such a manner that the airborne receiver
can determine, and indicate to the pilot, the position of
the aircraft with respect to the extended runway centerline
and an optimum glideslope. Under the stated assumptions it
is not necessary to consider the glideslope guidance; therefore,
the remaining discussion will be limited to the localizer.
The optimum track of the aircraft is precisely along the

a extended runway centerline (localizer). However, due to various
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random error sources, this optimum track is seldom achieved.

Changes in the position of the aircraft with respect to the
localizer are presented to the pilot via the CDI or Flight
Director (FD). The pilot, observing the CDI, commands an
aileron deflection. The command causes the aircraft to move
laterally in a coordinated turn. The basic system components
(CDI, pilot, aircraft and monitoring controller) and their
interconnections are illustrated in Figure 2.1.1-1.

FC-ILS-II-CTOL (Front Course - Instrument Landing System -

Category II - Conventional Take Off and Landing)
This system is essentially the same as the Cate-

gory I system previcasly described. However, in this system
the calibration and degree of allowable drift of the localizer
are held within tighter bounds as discussed in Section 2.1.4.

BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Back Course - Instrument Landing Sys:em -

Category I - Conventional Take Off and Landing)
The back course ILS localizer beam is gene.-ated

by the same ground equipment as the front course; therefore,
this system is essentially the same as the systems discussed
above. However, on a back course approach the aircraft, at a

' i given range from touchdown, is closer to tne localizer antenna.
Thus, the system is more sensitive to gucwance errors.

VOR - CTOL (VHF Omnidirectional Range -- Conventional Take
Off and Landing)

This system differs from the previously discussed
ILS in that the ground station transmits information in such
*a manner that the receiving equipment in the aircraft can
determine the magnetic bearing to (or from) the VOR station.
Thus, if a VOR station is located at or near an airport,
this station can be used witl appropriate procedures to affect
landing during IFR weather conditions. This requires that
the aircraft fly to (or from) the VOR station on a specified
radial which is input to the omnibearing 3elector (OBS).
The deviations from the selected radial are presented to the
pilot on the CDI. The remainder of the model is as discussed
in the ILS above.

FC-ILS-I-STOL (Front Course - Instrument Landing System -

Category I - Short Take Off and Landing)
This system is similar to the FC-ILS-I-CTOL except

that the glideslope is normally elevated to about 7.50 versus
2.50 for CTOL and the primary user class is STOL aircraft.
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Also the final approach length is much shorter (2-3 N. Mi.)
than for CTOL (5 N. Mi. or greater).

2.1.3.2 Curved Path Model and Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model
The curved path and multiple aircraft/runway modelsare developed for use as analysis tools to study approach

systems. Certain terminal system parameters and/or sjstem errors
may be varied and the effects on the total systerý response
observed. The models may be used in the prediction of distri-
bution data for systems in which no measured field data exists.
Certain system characteristics which are difficult to observe
in the actual approach system (such as rriltiple aircraft rela-
tive velocities and locations, aircraft bank angle a;d heading
angle, curved path characteristics, etc.) may be obtained
easily from these system models.

Curved Path Model
The nominal model of Section 2.1.2 has been exteanded

to include a three-dimensional curved approach path. This model
may be used to study the approach of aircraft along a curved path.
The curved path uses two legs (a base and a final) and a commanded
standard-rate turn from base leg to final leg Lo simulate a
curved approach. This model can al.so simulate departures and
missed approaches.

The curved path approach model was developed by
adding a base leg and a commanded standard-sate turn to the
nominal model. The single base leg was deemed sufficient to
allow a complete study of various curved approaches. ILS
control while the aircraft is on the base leg is not range

-dependent; that is, a displacement error rather than an

angular error is used to command aircraft motion. The dis-
placement error method is more representative of a controller
observing a radar display and giving heading vectors and turn
commands. The displacement error has a constant sensitivity
for all ranges, whereas an ILS has a range dependent sensitivit'!'.
A standard-rate turn is normally used to maneuver the aircraft
onto the final leg of the approach. Figure 2.1.3-1 illustrates
the curved approach geometry and the different error logic
used on each approach leg.

The desired tur:n rate is an input parameter to
the standard-rate turn maneuver, and any reasonable rate may
be chosen. The bank an*gle, which would qive the desired turn
rate, is computed based on the input turn rate plus sowe random
turn rate error and the aircraft velocity. The range at
which the turn is commenced is a function of aircraft velocity,
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the angle the aircraft must turn, the desired turn rate, and
the pilot/controller turn anticipation time.

The normal aircraft/pilot delays and response

characteristics described in Section 2.1.2 are in force
throughout the turn maneuver. The glideslope of the base
leg is assumed to be a value such that the curved path and
base leg lie in the final leg glideslope plane.

Departures are considered to be controlled in
the same manner as approaches (discussed in Section 2.1.2);

that is, the pilot receives the same form of lateral guidance

information as during an approach. Departures are therefore

simulated the same as approaches with appropriate model para-

meter value changes.

A limited missed approach capability is within

the operational limits of the curved path model. If a missed

approach simulation is desired, a positive climb angle and

missed approach range must be input. The aircraft will then

climb out while flying down the localizer beam.

The curved path model consists basically of three

separate models which are valid in different regions of the

curved approach gcometrv as illustrated in Figure 2.1.3-2.

When the aircraft is oporating in the base leg region of the

curved approach path, then the base leg model shown in

Figure 2.1.3-3 is used. Wit')in the turning region, the turning

model shown in Figure 2.1.3-4 is valid. After the aircraft

has completed the turn, the nominal model shown in Figure

2.1.2-4 is valid.

The curved path system model is capable of simulat-

ing IFR operations for CTOL or OSTOL aircraft operating on CTOL

.or STOL runways with either an ILS (Category I or Category II)

or a VOR guidance system. Arrivals can be simulated on either

straight-in approach paths or three-dimension general curved

paths. Departures and missed approaches may also be simulated,

but only on straight paths. The curved path model may be used

as an analysis tool for studying curved approaches, departures,

and missed approaches.

The curved path model has been programmed in FOP.TR*%bl

IV and the source listing, flow charts, and operating instruc-

tions are contained in the User's Manual.

Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model

The multiple aircraft/runway model may be used to

study the effects of longitudinal separation on lateral

safety requirements for parallel/non-parallel, CTOL/STOL, and

independent/dependent final approaches or departures to
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Pilot Bank Angle
Error and Turning

Desired Error
Bank Angle

S~for

Standard Aileron Ban!

Rate Turn Pilot Deflection AnqBnAgv v[ ~Bank Angle i
S~Response

Figure 2.1.3-4 Turning Model

or from two parallel or skewed CTOL and/or STOL runways. Both
CTOL and STOL type aircraft may be simulated approaching or
departing either of the two runways.

In order to study parallel and non-parallel run-
way configurations a two runway model is required. By using
two runways the following configurations may be studied:
parallel runways of any lateral separation and threshold dis-
placement; non-parallel runways; and CTOL/STOL or mixed opera-
tion runways. The possible parallel runway configurations are

indicated in Figure 2.1.3-5. In all discussions Runway 1 is
the primary runway, and Runway 2 is the secondary (displaced,
skewed, STOL, etc.) runway. Non-parallel runway configurations
are shown in Figure 2.1.3-6. Runway 2 may have its centerline
at any angle within (and including) ±900 relative to the

,Runway 1 centerline. All critical approach operations may be
studied using only two runways.

Independent and dependent operations may be simu-
lated using only four aircraft (two per runway) with appropri-
ately selected velocities and approach path locations. The
influence of longitudinal speed and longitudinal separation
on separation safety standards may thus be studied.

These assumptions have been used to develop the
system model shown in Figure 2.1.3-7 which simulates four
aircraft flying approaches (or departures) to two separate
runways. The multiple aircraft/runway model outputs pertin-
ent aircraft parameters including: relative velocities of
all aircraft, the relative longitudinal separation of all
aircraft measured in ground range, and the coordinates of all
aircraft.
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The multiple aircraft/runway model may be used for
the analysis of (a) parallel arrival runways, (b) runways used
for both arrival and departure operations, (c) multiple runway
configurations; and includes longitudinal separation and lat-
eral deviations for (a) CTOL and CTOL/STOL independent parallel
runway operations, (b) CTOL and CTOL/STOL dependent, parallel
operations, (c) independent CTOL/STOL non-parallel runway
configuration operations, and (d) CTOL/STOL depend~nt non-
parallel runway configuration operations.

The multiple aircraft/runway model has been
programmed in FORTRAN IV and the source listing, flow charts,
and operating instructions are contained in the User's Manual.

2.1.4 ERROR DEFINITION
Errors are inherent in every electronic and

mechanical system. These errors are, in fact, the accumulation
of errors from every component related to the entire system.
The errors which are defined include the following six systeuns:
(1) VHF Omnidirectional Range Receiving Equipment,
(2) VHF Omnidirectional Range Transmitting Equipment,
(3) Instrument Landing Systems Receiving Equipment, (4) Instru-
(Ient Landing Systems Transmitting Equipment, (5) Airport

Surveillance Radar Systems, and (6) Human Response and Judg-
S~ment Errors.

ErrIn order to realistically predict actual events
by modeling and simulation techniques, errors must be included
in the model. Error parameters that are to be entered into
the model must be well defined and correctly communicate
actual conditions to the model. Figure 2.1.2-4 illustrates
the location of the error inputs to the nominal system model.

When estimations of errors are to be made, muchresearch must be done to define the errors and determine the

reliability of the error estimations. The approach used to
define the error estimations for the equipment errors is to
obtain error data from equipment specifications and error
analyses resulting from projects conducted to determine errors
inherent in specific systems. The specific systems are stand-
ard equipment utilized by the aviation industry.

In studies of this nature where data is not avail-
able or where the parameters being considered are not observ-
able, it is necessary to use inductive reasoning to estimate
values or accuracies. Such is the case with the pilot induced
errors of interpreting the instruments presenting heading,
bank angle and localizer information. Certain pilot error
estimations will be adjusted to fit measured distribution
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data for specific approach systems. Since accurate estimates
of human attitude errors do not exist, it is necessary to esti-
mate these errors by observing measured data or by analyzing the
instruments or indicators which the pilot must read in the
localizer tracking task.

All error sources are assumed to be white gaussian
noise sources. In the "white gaussian" terminology, the "white"
indicates that the power spectral density is uniform over the
entire frequency range. The term "gaussian" refers to the type
of amplitude distribution. In many applications only one word,
white, is used and. the other restriction is thus implied. A
discussion of this assumption. is contained in Volume II of this
report.

2.1.5 STATE EQUATIONS
The Fokker-Planck analysis re2quires, as input, the

system model state equations, which describe the complete
dynamics of the approach systems described in Section 2.1.3.1.
Since all specific approach system models to be considered a.re
represented by the same block diagram, one set of state equa-
tions apply to all approach system models. The state equations
are derived for both the linear and nonlinear system models.
Figure 2.1.2-4 is the block diagram of the system model from
which the state equations are derived.
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SECTION 2.2

FOKKER-PLANCK DEVELOPMENT

One of the primary objectives of the Lateral Separa-
tion Study is to determine probabilities of collision between
aircraft approaching parallel runways under IFR conditions.
Prior to determining the p.-obability of collision, a description
of the distribution of lateral errors is needed. The Fokker-
Planck equation is an analytical tool used in the Lateral Sepa-
ration Study as a method to determine the distribution of late-
ral errors. In essence, the Fokker-Planck equation utilizes
the dynamics of the system to predict how the shape of the dis-
tribution changes with range, provided an initial distribution
is furnished as input to the Fokker-Planck equation. The system
model described in the preceding section serves to input the
system dynamics to the Fokker-Planck analysis. As shown in
Figure 2.2-1, the system mod-1 and a description of the initial
distribution of lateral errors are the only inputs necessary in
the Fokker-Planck analysis. The Fokker-Planck equation is then
solved on a digital computer, and the resulting solution is the
distribution of lateral errors desired at any particular range
from touchdown.

The Fokker-Planck equation has been described as the
conservation of probability in that no matter how the shape of
the distribution changes with time, the area under the curve is
always equal to unity; i.e., the areas under the two curves
shown in Figure 2.2-1 are always equal to unity.

The development of the Fokker-Planck equation oc-
curred in two major stages:

(a) reduction of the system model, and
(h) the Fokker-Planck implementation for the

reduced system model.
A brief description of these development stages is provided in
the following paragraphs. The complete mathematical analysis
associated with each stage is given in Volume II of this report.

The nonlinear version of the system model discussed
in Section 2.1.2 represents the most accurate model developed
in the Lateral Separation Study for an instrument landing ap-
proach system. Theoretically, the Fokker-Planck equation can be

applied to a system of any finite order. However, limitations on
computer memory and available computer time necessary for solving
the Fokker-Planck equation require a lower order system model.
Therefore, in order to apply the Fokker-Planck equation, it was
necessary to simplify this model.

Preceding page blank 2-27
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The first step in simplifying the system model was
accomplished by replacing the nonlinear portions of the model
with accurate linear approximations. The resulting linear model
was reduced to a second order system. The model linearization
and reduction were verified by three separate analyses:

(1) a Monte Carlo simulation, which verified that
the lateral distribution statistical response
of the original nonlinear model accurately
approximates the linearized model statistical
response,

(2) a time response analysis, which verified that
the lateral deviation time response of the
original nonlinear model accurately approxi-
mates the linear reduced model response, and

(3) a root locus analysis, which verified that the
original system could be accurately approxi-
mated with a second order system.

The reduced second order model represents the system
model on which the Fokker-Planck analysis is based. The Fokker-
Planck equation was developed for this model and then imple-
mented for solution on a digital computer. The development and
implementation is described in detail in Volume II. A checkout
and verification of the Fokker-Planck solution is also presented
in Volume II.

2.
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SECTION 2.3

MEASURED DISTRIBUTIONS

In an effort to define the distribution of lateral,
vertical, and longitudinal errors for various approach systems,
data in the form of trajectory information has been collected
at several airports. Organizations that have collected data in-
clude Resalab and the FAA.
fo a Since the measured distribution data has been derived
from a finite number of samples, only certain reliable informa-
tion is available from this data. Generally, the sample size
is sufficient to warrant accurate estimates of the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the data; however, in some cases, the sample
size is too small to accurately estimate the standard deviation.
The sample size is generally not sufficient to accurately deter-
mine the shape of the distribution, particularly in the region
of the tails. The data is available only at discrete points in
range. Due to these limitations on the measured distribution
data, it is necessary to utilize the Fokker-Planck technique to
generate the p.'obability density function for use in the pro--
babilitv of collision determination. Where no measured data
exists (longitudinal), the distributions were derived, based on
reasonz4le assumptions.

The measured distribution data was utilized in this
study for three reasons:

1) to verify that the models, as formulated, are
good representations Df the actual systems
(Sections 2.4 and 2.5),

2) to provide the 4nitial distributions for the
various techniques utilized to generate the
probability density functions (Section 2.5), and

3) to provide vertical error distributions for use
in the probability of collision determination
(Section 2.6).

The lateral, vertical, and longitudinal measured
distributions for the systems listed in Table 2.3-1 are required.
Measured distribution daa is available for all of the systems
in Table 2.3-1 with the exception of the system specified for the
longitudinal distribution. In this case, the distribution was
derived, based on operational procedures.

The resulting distributions and comments -n the
validity of the data for each of the required systems are dis-
cussed in Volume II of this report (Section 3.1) and are pre-
sented in Appendix E of Volume II.
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Table 2.3-1 Required Measured Distributions

Distribution System

Lateral FC-TLS-INOM-CTOL*
FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-II-CTOL
BC-ILS-I-CTOL

.• VOR-CTOL

FC-ILS-I-STOL

Vertical FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-I-STOL

Longitudinal FC-ILS-I-CTOL
*Nominal Measured Distribution Data

Most of the data collected prior to this time has
been on front course ILS approaches. It is also necessary to
study back course approaches since it is not uncommon to have
the front course of the ILS systems on parallel runways
oriented in opposite directions. This study considers the pos-
sibility of conducting independent front course and back course
operations on parallel runways. Another parallel approach
combination that is studied is the VOR approach parallel with,
a front course approach. Since little data was available on

th'- lateral errors of aircraft during a back course or VOR
approach, additional data was collectod. The techniques of data
collection, reduction, and processing used by Resalab are
briefly discussed below and are illustrated in Figure 2.3-1.

As shown in Figure 2.3-1, the precision approach

radar (PAR) was used to determine and display the spatial posi-
tion of the aircraft. The PAR display is photographed, thus
recording the aircraft position.

The data reduction effort in this study was con-
cerned with determining the lateral position data of approach-
ing aircraft. This data was obtained from measurements made
from the developed film using a microdensitometer. This micro-
densitometer was interconnected with a computer for transfer
and preliminary processing of the data. The computer auto-
matically punched the data on a paper tape which was read by
a larger computer for further processing. The design and opera-
tion of the data reduction system considered three classes of
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error sources (measurement mistakes, systematic errors, and ran-
dom human errors) and either eliminated or minimited them. A
detailed analysis of the errors is contained'in Volume II.

At specified ranges, data was processed to determine
the arithmetical average (mean) and the standard deviation. In
addition, a tabular presentation of histogram data was con-
structed. These data forms are consistent with the forms of
data previously collected. The data collected by Resalab was
then combined with data collected by the FAA. I I

As stated previously, it was necessary to determine,
measured distributions for the systems listed in Table 2.33-1.
Measured distribution data can be summarized and presented in a
variety -f forms. The most advantageous presentation depends
in part on assumptions concerning the characterization of the
distribution shape and on the ultimate use of the-data.

A conmon method of presenting measured distribution
data is a tabular form of histogram or mean and standard devia-
tion data. The systems from Table 2.3-1 that require distribu-
tions which are presented in this data form are:

FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL (Lateral)
FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral)FC-ILS-II-CTOL (Lateral)
BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral)

VOR-CTOL (Lateral)
FC-ILS--I-CTOL (Vertical)

Where the processing of the published data has pre-
sumed gaussian distributions, these assumptions are maintained.
Specifically, the systems of Table 2.3-1 for which gaussian dis-

.tributions have been assumed are the following:
FC-ILS-I-STOL (Lateral)
FC-ILS-I-STOL (Vertical)

When the data is presumed to be distributed according to the
gaussian distribution laws, the entire distribution is com-
pletely described by the mean and variance.

In the consideration of dependent parallel IFR
operations for CTOL aircraft, it was necessary to determine the
longitudinal location distribution about a nominal longitudinal
location. Since no measured data of this type was available,
it was necessary to ;make certain assumptions concerning this
data for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (longitudinal) system. The assump-
tions, resulting in a gaussian distribution, are discussed in
detail in Volume II, Section 2.3.

The resulting combined data must be checked care-
fully to verify that the characteristics of one locale induced
by traffic rate or geography do not bias the data. Some of the
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possible local characteristics include turn-on range 'and turn-
on direction. The specific local characteristics pertinent to
each specific set of measured distribution data, the concept-
of adequate sample size, ground proximity, simulated versus
actual IFR conditions, assumed distributions, and their'effects,
are discussedlin Volume II.
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SECTION 2.4

NOMINAL MODEL VERIFICATION
AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In any simulation or modeling study, it is

necessary to verify that the model is a good representation
of the physical system. The most logical approach is to
compare observed quantities from the physical system to the
quantities predicted by the simulation. If a good comparison
is observed, the system model is said to be verified.

This procedure was used to verify the instrument
landing approach system nominal model discussed in Section
2.1.2. Three different analyses were used to verify the
model - time response analysis, frequency response analysis,
and statistical response analysis. The analyses are accom-
plished by fitting the nominal system model to a set of data
hereafter referred to as the nominal measured distribution
data (discussed in Section 2.3)

To determine the sensitivity of pertinent model
parameters and model errors on the system's lateral distrib-
ution; a sensitivity analysis is performed.

The time response analysis is performed using a
deterministic system (with no errors). Using the nominal
model parameters, the time response of each feedback loop of
the nominal model is determined and verified by comparison to
the expected response.

The frequency response analysis consists of a
'root locus analysis of each feedback loop in the nominal model.
This analysis shows the system transient response and gain
variation for each loop and provides a guideline to system
stability for variations in gain values. The frequency response
analysis also verifies the state equations used in the model.

The relative dominance of one pair of roots to ano-
ther is determined by their respective locations on the root
locus plot. When one pair of roots dominate, the system can
be approximated by a second order system and concepts such as
damping ratio and frequency can be evaluated from the root

* locus graph. The damping ratio, which can be calculated
easily from both root locus graphs and time response graphs,
indicates the stability of the system.
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The root locus of the nominal system model
shows that the system has a dominant pair of roots near the
origin which indicates it can be approximated by a second
order system. Furthermore, the root locus indicates an
operating point which varies with range. This variation in
the operating point corresponds to the variation of system
sensitivity with range as expected in the phys-ical system.
In order to verify the system model state equations, the

system response characteristics predicted by a root locus
analysis are compared to those characteristics obtained by
integrating the state equations. The damping ratio and
frequency that are calculated from the time response obtained
by integrating the state equations compare favorably to the
values predicted by the root locus.

In a similar manner, the root locus is obtained
for the heading and bank angle feedback loops and the oper-
ating points of the nominal system are investigated.

The statistical response analysis describes the
method used to fit the nominal model to the nominal measured
distribution data and determines certain parameter values,
errors, and initial state distributions.

The nominal model parameters and errors were dis-
cussed earlier in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.4; however, due to the
nature of some of these parampters (primarily those due to pilot
attitude and pilot errors), it is necessary to fit the model
to measured field data to get better estimations for these
parameters.

This analysis is conducted by considering the1variance propagation of the linear model with gaussian inputs.
The mean and variance of the response of a linear system with
gaussian input distributions give a complete statistical
description of the process, because the system output is also
gaussian.

In order to determine more accurate estimates for
the parameters in question, nominal measured distribution data
was matched by the statistical response of the linear nominal
model with gaussian input. The values are adjusted, within
reasonable bounds, from their original estimates, and their
effects on the lateral deviation distribution are determined.
By observing these effects, reasonable adjustments are made
to the pertinent mode] parameters until an acceptable fit, shown
in Figure 2.4-1, is obtained.
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The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to
identify the effects of selected model parameters and model
errors on the lateral distribution of the approach system.
The sensitivity analysis is performed by utilizing the nominal
system model discussed in Section 2.1.2, with specific initial
conditions, as the reference condition. The system parameter
sensitivity analysis, performed by utilizing a deterministic
model, is used to find the sensitivity coefficients of the
lateral deviation. The system error sensitivity analysis,
utilizing a variance propagation technique, determines the
sensitivity coefficients of the lateral distribution standard
deviation. The pertinent parameters and errors are varied
a specified amount about the reference condition and the
resulting lateral deviations are observed. The sensitivity
coefficients are determined from this data and illustrate the
sensitivity of the lateral deviation or lateral distribution
standard deviation to system parameters or system errors
about the reference condition.
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SECTION 2.5

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS AND NORMAL OPERATING ZONES

A positional error probability density function

(PDF), as utilized in this study, is a statistical description
of the errors about an "ideal track". It is defined for a com-

posite set of aircraft flying the final leg of an instrument
approach under IFR conditions. A complete three dimensional
statistical description of these errors is required to ai6 in
the gjeneration of data necessary to determine minimum runway

spacings. For this reason, the positional error probability
density space consists of three dimensions (lateral, vertical,
and longitudinal).

The primary dimension utilized in the lateral

separation criteria determination is the lateral dimension.
For this reason, lateral approach system models are developed
which accurately generate the lateral PDF for the required

approach systems. Development of these models is accomplished
by adapting the nominal system model, discussed in Section 2.1
and verified in Section 2.4, to the measured distribution data
from Section 2.3. This process is discussed in Section 2.5.1.

One purpose of this section is to describe the

generation of the PDF's required in the probability of collision
determination (Section 2.6) and in the NOZ determination.
The generation of these PDF's is discussez' in Section 2.5.2.
This discussion is divided into three parts: lateral, vertical,
and longitudinal PDF's. The method for generating the required
lateral PDF's utilizes the Fokker-Planck equation (Section 2.2)

. with the lateral approach system models discussed in Section
2.5.1. The vertical error PDF's are determined directly from
the measured distribution data from Appendix E in Volume II.
The longitudinal error density is determined from an assumed
constant velocity error distribution from Section 2.3.

A second purpose of this section is to discuss the
generation of the required normal operating zones (NOZ) to be
used in the determination of minimum runway spacings. The
generation of the NOZ is discussed in Section 2.5.3 for approach
systems in general and for CTOL/STOL skewed operations.

2.5.1 LATERAL PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION MODELS
Before a lateral probability density function can

be generated for a particula. approach system, it is necessary

to develop a model which accurately simulates the dynamics of
that approach system. Furthermore, it is necessary to derive
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the state equations from that model to be incorporated into
the Fokker-Planck equation to allow the PDF to be generated.
This section is a discussion of the method utilized to develop
the approach system models listed below.

1. Front Course-ILS-Category I-CTOL (FC-ILS-I-CTOL)
2. Front Course-ILS-Category II-CTOL (FC-ILS-II-

CTOL)
3. Back Course-ILS-Category I-CTOL (BC-ILS-I-CTOL)
4. VOR-CTOL (VOR-CTOL)
5. Front Course-ILS-Category I-STOL (FC-ILS-I-STOL)
The nominal model discussed in Section 2.1 and veri-

fied in Section 2.4 must be adapted to the measured distribution
data (from Section 2.3) for each of the approach system models
before the lateral probability density functions can be genera-
ted. The procedure required to adapt a model to the measured
data is summarized in Volume II, Section 2.5.1. The completion
of this procedure results in a model and its corresponding
Fokker-Planck equation with all system parameters, errors, and
initial conditions specified. The Fokker-Planck equLtion is
then used to generate the lateral positional error.

2.5.2 PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION GENERATION
The total aircraft positional error space probabili-

ty density function consists of three dimensions; lateral, ver-
tical, and longitudinal. Separation of these dimensions is
possible due to the physics oC the lateral separation problem,
as discussed in Section 2.1. The primary purpose for generating
the three PDF's is the calculation of the probability of col-

* lision values for the various required approach systems, opera-
tions, and runway spacings discussed in Section 2.6. A secon-
dary reason for determining the lateral PDF's is the determina-
tion of the locus of points termed the normal operating zone.
The approach systems for which PDF's are determined, the PDF
type, and methods of determination are included for each of the
three dimensions in Table 2.5.2-1. The procedure for deter-
mining the probability density function for the lateral dimen-
sion is considered in Section 2.5.2.1. The vertical PDF genera-
tion is discussed in Section 2.5.2.2 followed by the longitudi-
nal PDF generation in Section 2.5.2.3.

Once the distribution data is generated for the
three dimensions, the probability of collision data may be cal-
culated for all required conditions. The normal operating zones
may also be calculated using the lateral error probability den-
sity functions.
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2.5.2.1 Procedure for Lateral Density Function Generation

It is necessary to generate lateral PDF's for the
lateral approach systems listed in Table 2.5.2-1. The approach
taken to generate the required PDF's utilizes the Fokker-Planck
equation and the approach system models discussed in Section
2.5.1. The model block diagrams, parameters, errors, and ini-
tial conditions are presented in Volume II, Appendix G.

The procedure utilized to generate the lateral PDF's
consists of four basic steps. The completion of this procedure
results in a lateral PDF which is used in the probability of
collision determination and in a NOZ determination.

The first step iA the procedure is to determine the
lateral deviation PDF to be used to initialize the Fokker-Planck
equation at the initial range (turn-on range). The method to
determine this PDF utilizes the modified Burgerhout PDF to fit
the initial measured distribution data for the first four sys-
tems listed in Table 2.5.2-1. The FC-ILS-I-STOL (Lateral) sys-
tem utilizes a gaussian fit to the initial measured distribu-
tion data. The statistical means for both the CTOL and STOL
lateral PDF's were set to the extended runway centerline.

Step two of the procedure consists of selecting the
appropriate model with its associated parameters, errors, and
initial conditions and incorporating these values into the non-
linear state equations discussed in Section 2.1.5.

Next, in step three of the procedure, the nonlinear
state equations are reduced to a set of linear second order
state equations. The reduced state equations are then implemen-
ted into the Fokker-Planck equation. This equation is initial-
ized using the initial lateral deviation PDF determined in the
first step of this procedure. The lateral PDF is then genera-
ted by solving the Fokker-Planck equation.

Several items must be considered prior to the actual
generation of the lateral error prcbability density data. First,
the initial range and final range from touchdown must be selec-
ted and the corresponding PDF for the initial range calculated.
The selection of these ranges is restricted only by iiodel consi-
derations. That is, the initial range must occur after the air-
craft has completed turn-on and the final range must be selec-
ted at or before the point where the aircraft becomes VFR.

In addition to the initial and final range values,
the delta range interval for the solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation must be selected. A delta range interval of approxi-
rmately 23.6 feet (.1 second at 140 knots) was selected to gener-
ate the lateral probability density functions. The primary rea-
son for the choice of these range increments was to yield
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accurate results for the total collision probability for depen-
dent operations. Without the use of the Fokker-Planck equation,
such range accurac:y would not be possible since the measured
data had range increments in the order of 2000 feet.

The grid spacing increment along the lateral axis,
utilized in the computer solution of the Fokker-Planck equation,
is based primarily on the accuracy required for collision pro-
bability determination and the lateral distribution at the
initial range. The values selected for the five lateral
approach systems were 38 increments approximately 174 feet in
length which yielded a total lateral error coverage of ap-
proximately 3300 feet on either side of the runway centerline.
Once this final parameter is selected, the Fokker-Planck
equation is solved using a digital computer solution technique.
The lateral error PDF data is presented in Volume II, Appendix
H, at the initial range and other ranges required for the
probability of collision determination for each of the systems.

2.9.2.2 Procedure for Vertical Density Function Generation
For the collision probability determination, the

composite CTOL/STOL operations require a vertical dimension
error PDF. This results from the fact the CTOL operation has
a different glideslope (2.50) than the STOL (7.50) oneration;
and, therefore, the worst case assumption of vertical coinci-
dence is not valid.

A gaussian vertical error PDF was selected for the
vertical dimension. This type of distribution was selected
due to the fact that one, there was no requirement to model
the vertical dimension, and two, the measured data over range
intervals of interest tested gaussian with only a few exceptions.
The gaussian distributions were determined by using the measured
error distribution data as the vertical error PDF. The measured
data standard deviations were linearly interpolated to arrive
at vertical distributions at the required range points for
the two vertical systems indicated in Table 2.5.2-1.

The means for both the CTOL and STOL vertical PDF's
were set to the glideslope value to reduce the problem of
including system biases that were peculiar to the measured
data collection sites. No attempt was made to include the non-
symmetrical distribution effect which occurs near touchdown for
either of the two systems. The vertical PDF data at selected
ranges is presented in Volume II, Appendix H.

2.5.2.3 Procedure for Longitudinal Density Function
Generation
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The need for a longitudinal error density function
was predicated by the requirement to determine probability of
collision data for dependent operations. Thus, a longitudinal
error density function was required for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL
approach system. Using a velocity error standard deviation of 5
knots, a mean of 140 knots, and assuming a gaussian distribu-
tion, the longitudinal error probability density function was
generated. The resultant longitudinal error distribution is
also gaussian. The longitudinal error distribution is a time
varying process in which the mean ot the PDF travels at a con-
stant velocity, and the standard deviation increases propor-
tionately with time. This process describes a spreading longi-
tudinal location error, which is expected for dependent opera-
tions as assumed in this study. It is assumed for dependent
operations that at some range greater than the outer marker, th-
controller establishes a desired longitudinal separation
between two aircraft approaching adjacent parallel runways and
a nominal approach speed for the two aircraft. This range is
assumed to be 9 nmi, which corresponds to the approximate range
at which the 1000 foot vertical separation is lost. The nomi-
nal approach speeds for the two aircraft are assumed equal.
It is further assumed that once the desired longitudinal qepara-
tion and nominal approach speed have been established, the con-
troller no longer controls the process; i.e., no real-time
velocity or location control occurs after the desired separa-
tion and speeds are established. Thus, the longitudinal loca-
tion error of aircraft flying with an assumed constant velocity
error standard deviation would tend to increase with tLmc. The
resulting longitudinal PDF for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL system is pce-
sented in Volume II, Appendix H, at selected ranges.

2.5.3 NORMAL OPERATING ZONE DETERMINATION
The normal operating zone (NOZ) is defined as being

a zone that contains either 68% or 95% of the operations. These
percentage values correspond roughly to the lo and 2o points
respectively for a gaussian distribution function. Except for
the STOL case, the lateral error distributions are non-gaussicn;
therefore, the percentage definition will be used for determin-
ing the normal operating zones. The procedure for determining
the NOZ for the approach systems indicated in Section 2.5.1 is
based primarily on the integration of the latteral error density
functions for each of these systemF. It is also necessary to
determine the NOZ for CTOL/STOL skewed operations. The NOZ for
this case i_ determined in a slightly different manner.
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2.5.3.1 NOZ Determination for Approach Systems
The 68% and 95% NOZ's are determined for the approach

systems by integrating the lateral error density functions as
illustrated in Figure 2.5.3-1. The 68% and 95% points are cal-
culated at specified range intervals along the approach. The
loci of these points are two lines, symmetric about the runway
centerline, which define the 68% and 95% NOZ respectively. At
5000 feet range from the runway for CTOL operations and at 1500
feet for STOL operations, the NOZ is defined by two lines paral-

V lel to the runway centerline as depicted in Figure 2.5.3-2.
These points correspond to the approximate ranges at which the
CTOL and STOL aircraft go VFR and the corresponding model be-
comes invalid. The 68% and 95% NOZ's for each of the systems
listed in Section 2.5.1 are presented in Appendix A.

2.5.3.2 CTOL/STOL Skewed Normal Operatin2 Zone
To determine the minimum runway spacing between

CTOL/STOL skewed runways, the normal operating zone for STOL
departures must be determined a, the point of minimum separa-
tion between the CTOL runway extended centerline and the STOL
nominal de-arture path. The geometry of the CTOL/STOL skewed
configuration is illustrated in Figure 2.5.3-3. As shown in
the figure, the point of minimum separation occurs within
the curved portion of the nominal departure path. Due to the
complexity of the task of generating the PDF for the curved
path departure, the NOZ for this case is determined in a
slightly different manner.

The basic approach to determine thi'; NOZ it to
utilize a model of the curved path dynamics of the departing
STOL aircraft to perform a Monte Carlo simulation. The standard
Jeviation of the lateral errors, measured from the nominal
departure path, at the minimum separation point is determined
irom the Monte Carlo simulation. For this analysis, the 68% NOZ
is assumed to be equal to Oy, and the 95% NOZ is assumed to be
equal to 2 Oy.

The STOL nominal departure path is defined in Figure
2.5.3-3. The straight portirn of the departure is followed un-
til the aircraft reach an a.citude of 400 feet; and at this
point, the aircraft execute a standard rate turn. The initial

* distribution of thr radius of curvature is also assumed to be
gaussian. The standard deviation (93 feet) is assumed from the
lateral PDF for an approach at the equivalent range. The re-
sults of the Monte Carlo simulation were the corresponding oy
and 2Oy valkes at the minimum separation point for skew angles
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of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 70°, 800, and 900. The NOZ's
resulting from this analysis are presented in Appendix A.
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SECTION 2.6

PROBABILITY OF COLLISION

In order to reduce the present minimum spacing
criteria between two parallel runways, a means of measuring the
relative safety of rwo aircraft attempting to land on parallel
runways is needed. This relative safety measure has been

identified as the probability of collision in the Lateral

Separation Study.
It is assumed throughout this analysis that the

airspace requirements for a departure are no greater than an
approach; therefore, the probability of collision models des-
cribed in this section are be-ed on approaches, and all
subsequent results obtained are assumed to be equally valid
for both departures and approaches.

The probability of collision between two aircraft
approaching parallel runways is considered for the following
cases:

(a) STOL/STOL independent operations
(b) CTOL/CTOL independent operations
(c) CTOL/CTOL dependent operations
(d) CTOL/STOL independent operations

The notation used above defines the aircraft and runway con-
figuration for each of the parallel runways. For example,
CTOL/STOL defines one runway as being a CTOL runway with CTOL
aircraft as the primary user class and the remaining runway
as a STOL runway with STOL aircraft as the primary user class.
Independent operations refer to aircraft approachinq parallel
runways such that no controller intervention occurs for the
,purpose of ensuring longitudinal spacing between the aircraft.
This does not prevent the controller from interveninq in the
event that one aircraft deviates outside the established
normal operating zone. Dependent opecations refer to a
situation in which two aircraft approach parallel runways and
at least one of the aircraft is subjected to controller
intervention in an attempt to establish a longitudinal spacing
between the approaching dircraft. It is assumed for dependent
operations that at some range beyond the outer markrr, the
controller has established

(1) the desired longltudinal spacing between the
two aircraft, and

(2) the nominal approach speeds for the two
aircraft.

It is further assumed that once the spacing and approach speeds
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have been established, the remainder of the approach is conduc-
ted without speed control.

Simplifying assumptions and a discussion of the
general methcd of approach is presented in Section 2.6.1. A
general discussion of assumptions associated with the probabil-
ity of collision models for cases (a), (b), (c), and (d) above
is then given in Sections 2.6.1.1, 2.6.1.2, 2.6.1.3, and
2.6.1.4, respectively.

The aircraft lateral, vertical, and longitudinal
error probability density functions are discussed in Section 2.5
and presented in Appendix H of Volume II. These density func-
tions are used in the generation of the required probabili-
ties of collision as discussed in Section 2.6.2. Specific run-
way and approach system configuration for each of the above
four cases are also discussed in Section 2.6.2. Results ob-
tained from all combinations outlined in Section 2.6.2 are
discussed in Section 3.2 and presented in Appendix B. The
probability of collision results contained in Appendix B
can be utilized in determining minimum runway spacing as
described in Section 4.

"2.6.1 ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT
Figure 2.6.1-1 represents the geometry and coordi-

nate system upon which the general form of the probability of
collision between two aircraft is based. As illustrated in

* the figure, d represents the separation becween two aircraft
approaching parallel runways. Since the value of d cannot be
deterministically evaluated, the probability of collision as
defined in the Lateral Separation Study is "the probability
that the separation d between aircraft will be less than the
wing span of either aircraft". The assumptions employed in
developing a probability of collision model are different for
each of the four cases mentioned in Section 2.6. Therefore,
discussions of the assumptions associated with each case are
presented independently in the remaining four sub-sections.
Assumptions for each individual case always result in a worst
case situation, i.e., the probability of collision model
developed for a particular case represents the most conserva-
tive model for aircraft operating under normal conditions. A
complete mathematical analysis of each model discussed is
furnished in Volume II.

2.6.1.1 STOL/STOL Independent Operations
This section discusses the probability of collision

between two STOL aircraft flying independent parallel approaches.
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As illustrated in *Figure 2.6.1-2, the runways are parallel and
separated by D feet. The coordinate system is defined as in
Figure 2.6.1-1; thus,

X. aircraft, longitudinal position3. 1

Y. aircraft. lateral position1 1

Z. aircraft. vertical position i=1,2.
(. d

(X2 ,Y 2 1 Z2) d

I I

(STOL Glideslope Angle)

/7.50 7.50

(0,D,0) (0,0,0)

I
Figure 2.6.1-2

Probability of Collision Geometry for
STOL/STOL Independent Operations

The analytical development presented in Volume II utilizes the

following assumptions for STOL/STOL independent operations:
(i) longitudinal coincidence is maintained between the

aircraft approaching adjacent runways; i.e., X1 = X2

(ii) vertical coincidence is maintained between aircraft

approaching adjacent runways; i.e., Z1  Z2 ; and,
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(iii) Y and, Y2 are independent2and normally distributed
random variables , N(pIj1 o) and N(P 2 ,c12 ), respective-
ly (Section 2.5).

The symbol N(Pji,cr?) indicates a gaussian distribution with a
mean = Pi and variance = a? for i = 1, 2.

For STOL/STOL independent operations, the primary
dimension of interest is lateral; therefore, a lateral distribu-
tion is utilized in the determination of the probability of
collision. To assure a worst case condition, longitudinal and
vertical coincidence are assumed; thus, no statistics are
associated with these dimensions.

2.6.1.2 CTOL/CTOL Independent Operations
The probability of collision for CTOL/CTOL indepen-

dent operatio:.s is discussed in this section, and the geometry
on which the probability of collision is based is presented inFigure 2.6.1-3.

• I

(X1 1 Y 1 ,Z1 )

(X2'Y 2 'Z 2) d

(CTOL Glideslope Angle)

2.50 2.50

(0,D,0) (0,0,0)

rV

ZI

Figure 2.6.1-33
Probability of Collision Geometry for CTOL/CTOL Independent

Operations
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The analysis for CTOL/CTOL independent operations
to parallel runways utilizes the fcllowing assumptions:

(W) longitudinal coincidence exists between aircraft
approaching adjacent runways, i.e., X1 = X2;

(ii) vertical coincidence exists between aircraft
approaching adjacent runways, i.e; Z = Z2 ; and,

(iii) Y and Y are independent random variables distri-

buted according to the PDF's obtained from Appendix
H in 'volume II for FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral), BC-ILS-
I-CTOL (Latera]),and VOR-CTOL (Lateral).

As stated in Section 2.6.1, assumptions (iW and (ii) represent
worst case conditions upon which the probability of collision
model is based. A complete mathematical development of the
probability of collision model based on the preceding assump-
tions is given in Volume II.

2.6.1.3 CTOL/CTOL Dependent Operations
The probability of collision for CTOL/CTOL . pen-

dent operations is discussed in this section. Figure 2.6.1-4
represents the geometry associated with CTOL/CTOL dependent
operations. It should be noted that, unlike preceding cases,
the coordinate system on which the probability of collision in
this section is based assumes that longitudinal position is
measured along the glideslcpe plane and not along a horizontal

(X Y, ZI)

(CTOL Glideslope

(XY X2 Angle)2t 2.5° 0 2.5'

ZIZY (o,
(0,D,0) (0,0,0)

D

Figure 2.6.1-4

Probability of Collision Geometry for
CTOL/CTOL Dependent Operations

extension of the runway centerline. Therefore, vertical
position is measured perpendicular to the glideslope plane;
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i.e., positive or negative vertical errors imply that the air-
craft is above or below the glideslope plane, respectively.
The lateral or Y'-axis is orthogonal to the X'Z'-plane with the
origin of the coordinate system located at the touchdown point
of runway 1.

The following assumptions regarding CTOL/CTOL
dependent operations represent a worst case situation on which
the probability of collision model is based:

(i) approaching aircraft are assumed to lie in the
glideslope plane, i.e., Z1 = Z2 = 0,

(ii) velocities of aircraft 1 and 2 are assumed to be
normally distributed, N(ul,c2) and N(P2,o 2

respectively (from Section 2.3); and,
(iii) Y1 and Y are assumed to be independent random

variables governed by the respective densities
determined from the Fokker-Planck equation (from
Section 2.5).
For CTOL/CTOL dependent operations, the primary

dimensions of interest are lateral and longitudinal; therefore,
lateral and longitudinal distributions are utilized to deter-
mine the probability of collision. To assure a worst case
condition, the aircraft are assumed to remain in the glideslope
plane (ZI = Z' = 0); thus, no statistics are associated with
the vertical dimension. The analytical development of the
probability of collision model based on the preceding assump-
tions is furnished in Volume II.

2.6.1.4 CTOL/STOL Independent 'perations
The geometry associated with the CTOL/STOL

independent operations is identical to the CTOL/CTOL independent
operations case with one exception - the glideslope angle for
the STOL approach is 7.5 degrees as indicated in Figure 2.6.1-5.

Since the approach is an independent operation,
longitudinal coincidence (X1 = X2 ) is assumed to assure a
worst case condition as in the independent approach cases
discussed in Sections 2.6.1.1 ind 2.6.1.2. Other assumptions
utilized are:

(i) vertical positions, Z1 and Z2, of aircraft 1 and 2
are normally distributed, N(I,0) and a

respectively (Section 2.5);
(ii) Y2 is a random variable distributed according to

the density output determined from the Fokker-
Planck equation (Section 2.5); and

(iii) Y1 is distributed NN ac 2) (Section 2.5).Y Y1
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Figure 2.6.1-5

Probability of Collision Geometry fo
CTOL/STOL Independent Operations

The primary dimensions of interest for CTOL/,STOL
independent operations are lateral and vertical; th(tefocre,l
lateral and vertical distributions are utilized in the deter-
mination of probability of coll-ision,

Using the preceding assumptions, the probability
of collision is analytically developed in Volume II.
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2.6.2 PROBAB;[LITY OF COLLISION DATA GENERATION
As stated in Section 2.6, the probability of col-

lision between approaching aircraft is used in considering the
reduction of the present lateral spacing criteria between paral-
lel runways. This section describes all the combinations of
aircraft and runway configurations, operations, and approach
systems for which probability of collision data was generated
in the Lateral Separation Study.

Specific combinations for CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and
STOL/STOL aircraft and runway configurations are described in
detail in the following subsections along with a discussion
of the probability of collision data generated for each combina-
tion. Results based on the combinations described in these
sections are included in Appendix B in tabular form and are
discussed in Section 3.2. 7xn explanation of the tabular
organization of results is also furnished in Section
3.2.

Figure 2.6.2-1 presents a classification of all
cases considered in the probability of collision data genera-
tion for the CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL aircraft
and runway configurations.

For the purpose of clarity, an explanation of
acronyms and nomenclature shown in Figure 2.6.2-1 will now be
given since these terms are used throughout the remainder of
this discussion.

FC - Acronym referring to "front course" Category I
ILS approach system.

BC - Acronym referring to "back course" Category I
ILS approach system.

VOR - Acronym for an approach on a "VOR/DME" (VHF
Omnidirectional Range/Distance Measurinf
Equipment) approach system. This approachi is
assumed to be conducted "to" the VOR stati-on.

FC/FC - Symbol referring to two Category I aircr-;"
approaching parallel runways via FC systems.

FC/BC - Refers to two Category I aircraft approachirq
parallel runways - one aircraft usinr a FC
approach, and the other using a BC approach.
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FC/VOR - Refers to two Category I aircraft approaching
parallel runways - one aircraft using a FC ap-
proach and the other using the- VOR approach.

The maximum range at which probabilities of col.-
lision for CTOL/CTOL independent and dependent operations are
calculated is the turn-on range. The turn-on range was selected
because it is assumed to represent the worst case condition. At
ranges greater than this range, vertical separation between
parallel approaches increases; therefore, the vertical coinci-
dence assumption is no longer valid. At ranges less than
this range, the lateral distribution standard deviation de-
creases, resulting in lower probabilities of collision. Based
upon the measured distribution data from Volume II, Appendix H,
the apparent turn-on range for the observed FC, BC, and VOR
approaches was 6, 5, and 6 nini, respectively.

Probabilities cf collision were also evaluated at
intermediate ranges of four and two miles. Probabilities were
calculated at these ranges for various lateral spacing between
runways. The lateral spacings considered were 5000, 4300,
3500, 3000, 2500, 2000, and 1500 feet. The 5000 feet lateral
spacing 2ase was selected since it is the current minimum
spacing criteria between parallel runways for independent IFR
operations. The lateral spacing of 4300 feet was selected as
another case since this value represents the present lateral
spacing between runways at several airports. The remainder of
the lateral spacings considered were chosen so as to represent
typical spacings between 3500 and 1500 feet.

Probabilities of collision for CTOL/STOL and STOL/
STOL cases were considered at a maximum range from the STOL
touchdown of 12,200 and 12,000 feet, respectively. The 12,200
foot range was chosen since this represents the maximum range
from the touchdown for which measured STOL distribution data was
available; thus, it represents the apparent turn-on range for
the STOL aircraft. Probabilities of collision were calculated
for the same lateral spacings as considered for the CTOL/CTOL
case.

The parameter representing aircraft wing span, X,
was as-sumed to be 200 feet for all probability of collision
calculations. This value represents the maximum wingspan of all
aircraft user classes consiQ-red (Boeing 747) and is thus a
worst case condition. All distribution data required for a pro-
bability of cullision calculation for all cases at the previous-
ly described ranges is contained in Appendix if of Volume II. The
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means of these distributions were assumed to define an "ideal"
track, i.e., on an extension of the runway centerline, in the
glideslope plane and traveling at the nominal approach.speed.

2.6.2.1 CTOL/CTOL - Probability of Collision Data Generation
Specific combinations of approach systerms for the'

CTOL/CTOL aircraft and runway configuration for which probabilii
ty of collision data were generated include:

(a) FC/FC - Independent
(b) FC/VOR - Independent
(c) FC/BC - Independent
(d) FC/FC - Dependent

The probability of collision data generation for case (A) above
was accomplished by

(1) evaluating the probability of collision at
the initial range for a lateral spacing'
between the runways of 50n0 feet.

(2) repeating step (1) with the lateral error
distribution determined for the range of four
miles and two miles;

(3) repeating the two preceding s'teps for lateral
spacings of 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500,
and 4300 feet.

These three steps are the same for evaluating probabilities of
collision for cases (b) and (c), except that the PDF's
for \'OR-CTOL (Lateral), and BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral) from Volume
II, Appendix H are used for the respective cases' A detailed
description of these PDF's is furnished in Volume II, Appendix II.

Figure 2.6.2-2 illustrates the conditions for which
probabilities of collision were generated for FC/FC dependent
operations (case (d)). As indicated in the figure,, probability
of collision data generation was divided into four main cases.
The primary difference between the cases is that each case
represents a difterent nominal longitudinal spacing between
approaching aircraft.

As stated previously (Section 2.6), for dependent
operations it is assumed that at some range greater than the
outer marker, the controller has established the desired
longitudinal spacing between thc two aircraft and the nominal
approach speeds for the two aircraft. This range is assumed
to be 9 NMi (54720 feet), which corresponds to the approximate
range at which the 1000 foot vertical separation is lost.
It is further assumed that the nominal approach speeds for the
two aircraft are equal (140 knots or 236.4 feet/second). The
lateral PDF's used are those for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral)
s,'ster. (Volume II, Appendix H) at the appropriate ranges.
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2.6.2.2 CTOL/STOL - Probability of Collision Data Generation
The range interval over which the probability of

collision for a CTOL/STOL - FC/FC - independent operation is
calculated is shown in Figure 2.6.2-3. The maximum range
(12,200 feet) is determined as being the range at which the 1000
feet vertical separation is lost and the minimum range (5000
feet) corresponds to that range where CTOL aircraft "go visual",
i.e., 200 feet altitude for Category I operating conditions.

Figure 2.6.2-4 illustrates the runway configurations
and corresponding ranges from the touchdown at which probabili-
ties of collision were calculated.

The distributions used for the STOL FC-ILS approach
are those for the FC-IL6-I-STOL (Lateral and Vertical) systems
defined in Volume II, Appendix H (both are gaussian), and the
CTOL - FC-ILS distributions are those defined in Volume II,
Appendix H for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral and Vertical) systews
at the evaluation ranges indicated in Figure 2.6.2-4.

The CTOL/STOL runway configuration indicated in the

figure below was eliminated since the point at which vertical
separation was one thousand feet occurred after the CTOL
aircraft had gone VFR.

CTOL Aircraft

go VFR

5000' Vertical Sep-

.-- -aration at

2400' 1000' is lost

8000',I

TOL STOL ---000
Runway Runway 2000-

2.6.2.3 STOL/STOL - Probability of Collision Data Gene'ration
Probability of collision data for STOL/STOL -

FC/FC - independent approaches was generated at ranges from the

touchdown of 12,000, 7,000, and 1,000 feet. The lateral error

PDF's (gaussian) are given in Volume II, Appendix 11 for the

FC-ILS-I-STOL (ILateral) system at the appropriate ranges.
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Figure 2.6.2-4 Runway Configurations Considered for
CTOL/STOL Independent Operations
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SECTION 2.7

BLUNDER ANALYSIS

A blunder analysis was performed to identify the
airspace required for recovery from abnormal operations,
blunders. This airspace is defined as the total lateral
extension of the normal operating zone (NOZ) required to
bring a blundered aircraft to a course parallel with either
the runway centerline or parallel to the course of the air-
craft in the adjacent approach path. This section contains
a brief description of the blunder analysis. A detailed
technical development of the blunder analysis is contained in
Volume II of this report.

There are two basic types of blunder situations
that are considered in the investigation of the runway separa-
tion requirements. Type 1 blunders occur when an aircraft
that is on a track which intercepts the approach course at
100, 200, or 300 passes through the normal operating zone and
proceeds toward the adjacent track. Type 1 blunders would
typically occur during curved approach operations as the
aircraft fails to turn from the base leg onto the final leg.
Due to large intercept angles between the base leg and final
leg, overshoots could easily occur. Type 2 blunders occur
when an aircraft which is established on the final approach
course (within the NOZ) makes a turn toward the adjacent
course at 150, 300, or 450. Type 2 blunders would typically
be caused by a system malfunction - either equipment or
pilot.

The remainder of this section is divided into sub-
sections which discuss the analyses of recovery operations
for single aizcraft maneuvers and recovery operations for
dual aircraft maneuvers. The parameters used in both
analyses are contained in Table 2.7-1. In the following
blunder discussions, the quantity being sought is the recovery
airspace required, measured frnm the action point (assumed to
occur at NOZ). The blunder analyses are not dependent upon
uhe "cause" of the blunder; therefore, type 1 and type 2
blunders are analyzed identically.

The initial point at which the controller should
identify a blunder is called the action point. For this

investigation, it is assumed that the blunder is identified
i y a "position only" measurement technique; therefore, the
action point is coincident with the NOZ boundary. If the
measurement technique could sense heading and velocity, the
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action point would occur sooner, i.e., some place within the
NOZ, and the required blunder recovery airspace would be

* reduced.

Table 2.7-1 Blundered Aircraft Parameter Values

Parameters Values Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 Blunder 10, 20, and 30 degrees
Type 2 Blunder 15, 30, and 45 degrees

DAS Range Accuracy (eR 1.5, 1.0, .5, percentages
and .2 of range

DAS Azimuth Accuracy (c ) 1.5, 1.0, and .5 degrees

DAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1, .5, .1, seconcs
and .01

Aircraft Velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
140, and 160

Aircraft Bank Angles 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Times 1.5, 5, and 8 seconds

Communication Times 1 LO 10 seconds

2.7.1 SINGLE AIRCRAFT ANALYSIS

2.7.1.1 Introduction
The purpose of the single aircraft analysis is to

evaluate the cross-track distance (blunder recovery airspace)
required for an aircraft to recover from the type 1 and type 2
blunders. The blunder recovery maneuver is assumed to be
a coordinated turn in the glideslope plane performed by the
blundering aircraft. It is necessary to establish a set of
ground rules and assumptions to serve as a guideline through-
out the single aircraft analysis. These ground rules and
assumptions are presented and explained below.

2.7-..2 Approach
The blunder recovery airspace required for a single

aircraft to recover from either of the two types of blunder
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situations is evaluated by considering the geometry of the
situation. In the type 2 blunder, the requirement for a
corrective command from the controller is not known unt" the
controller's presentation of the aircraft position reaL. the ¶

defined normal operating zone limit. In normal operating
circumstances, aircraft entering at large intercept angles are
advised of their proximity to the extended runway centerline;
however, depending on the pilot reaction and other factors, the
type 1 blunder may not be alleviated. In the worst case, the
controller does not detect the violation of the decision
boundary until the aircraft has moved a cross-track distance
equal to its cross-track velocity times the Data Acquisition
System (DAS) update time and the DAS system error (EDAS).
Figure 2.7.1-1 is a pictorial representation of this situa-
tion. The controller then transmits a correction maneuver
command to the pilot. Because of the requirement for ad-
dresses in the command, the action information is not actually
available to the pilot for a period of a few seconds. In
this time and the time it takes for the pilot and aircraft to

react, the aircraft continues along its deviated flight path.

If at this point the airciaft starts a corrective maneuver,
the aircraft is fully corrected, in terms of heading, within

a distance proportional to the amount of heading change. The
total of all these contributions constitutes the blunder re-
covery airspace.

The results of the single aircraft analysis are
derived from the geometric representotion shown in Figure
2.7.1-1 and are presented in Appendix C, with the exception of
the EDAS. EDAS is dependent upon the location of the DAS,
which is dependent on the specific airport configur~ation,
and the location of the aircraft with respect to the DAS;
therefore, it is evaluated separately.

The procedure for estimating EDAS for a specific

configuration is discusseO below. The EDAS considered is
only that component which contributes to the lateral recovery
airspace for a given blunder correction. Two DAS error

sources are considered in this analysis - range error (cR) and

azimuth error (c ). DAS lateral position errors are primarily

affected by these errors.
In order to estimate the EDAS, it is necessary to

know the location of both the DAS antenna as well as the blun-

dered aircraft. These locations are specified as follows:

X - Aircraft ground range to touchdown, ft.

A/C
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Single Aircraft Geometric Analysis of the Two Types of Blunders
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Y - Aircraft lateral location from the runway
A/C

centerline, ft.

ZA/c - Aircraft altitude, ft.

X OAS antenna ground range from touchdown, ft.
DAS

Y - DAS antenna lateral location from the runway
YDAS centerline, ft.

Z - DAS antenna altitude, ft.
DAS

Figure 2.7.1-2 illustrates a possible DAS location configura-
tion. Determination of the lateral component of EDAS due to
range error and azimuth error is illustrated in Figure 2.7.1-2
and shown below.

EDAS = EA cosp + EA sinp (2.7.1-1)

where

E =R tan e (2.7.1-2)A A

J

e R
E E R=i0 (2.7.1-3)

R 100S

22 )2(XDAS X A/C2 (YDAS A/C + (ZDAS ZA/CRA/C)- + ( - -Z

(2.7.1-4)

- Y

0 = tan- 1 DAS YA/C (2.7.1-5)
DAS A/C

Possible values to consider for c and c are listed
in Table 2.7-1. The resulting value of EDAS ýor a specific DAS
location configuration should be added to the blunder re-
covery airspace data of Appendix C as discussed in the follow-
ing section.
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2.7.1.3 Results
The single aircraft analysis is used to determine

the minimum airspace required for an aircraft to recover fromn
either of the two types of blunder situations. The single
aircraft analysis utilized combinations of the parameter
values listed in Table 2.7-1. The lateral recovery airspace
required for parameter combinations for the single aircraft
blunder analysis is presented in tabular form in Appendix C.
Values for EDAS should be added to these data when the posi-
tion of the DrS antenna with respect to the blundered aircraft
is known or can be approximated (Equations 2.7.1-1 through 5).

Typicz'l output data from the single aircraft
analysis is contained in Table 2.7.1-1. This table is a
selected sample of the data in Appendix C, and the column
headings are explained as follows:

Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blundered
aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course measured
from the extended runway centerline.

Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered aircraft.

Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered aircraft
uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of the
blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communication
Time, and Pilot/Aircraft ReactionTime.

Blunder Recovery Airspece (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover
from the type 1 or type 2 blunders, measured from the action
point and perpendicular to the extended runway centerline.

Table 2.7.1-2 illustrates a reference blunder case
and shows the changes of the blunder recovery airspace with
respect to the variations of each parameter. The reference
blunder case is shown in Figure 2.7.1-3 to illustrate the
meaning of each parameter. Table 2.7.1-2 also shows the best
case blunder conditions, 1-_kst required runway airspace, and
the worst case blunder conditions for the parameter set con-
sidered. A blunder sensitivity analysis was performed about
the reference blunder case to identify the critical parameters.
The dominant contributc• to the blunder recovery airspace is
the system delays followed by departure angle, aircraft
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'bank angle in order of decreasing dominance.

2.7.;2 DUAL AIRCRAFT ANALYSIS

2.7.2:1 Introduction
The purpose of the dual aircraft analysis is to

evaluate the 'hlupder recovery airspace:required for a blundered
e.ircraft'tc recover from the type 1 and type 2 blunders
assuming that the blundered aircraft does not respond to

*,controller warnings. The failure to respond makes it necessary
for the controller to command an avoidance maneuver for the
adjacent aircraft approaching the adjacent runway. The
recovery of the blundered aircraft is considered complete when
the heading of the blundered aircraft is the same, as the heading
of the aircraft on the adjacentiapproach course, meaning that
both aircraft are flyingparallel courses at that instant.
Therefore, this analysis technique not only requires maneuvering'
the blundered aircraft but also requires irtaneuvering the air-
craft on the adjacent course. The same set, of ground rules,
assumptions? and, paraiieters used for the single -ircraft
analysis are used, along with other assumptions, to serve as
a guideline throughout the dual aircraft analysis.

2.7;2.2 Approach
The geometry of the situation is again used in the

evaluation of the required blunder recovery airspace., Figure
2.7.12-1 is a pictorial representation of the dual aircraft
maneuver situation. In both types of blunders, the require-
ment for a corrective command from the controller is not known
until the controller's presentation of the blundered aircraft
position reaches the defined NOZ limit. Hiowever,, the con-
troller does not detect tht- violation of the decision boundary
until the blundered aircraft has moved a cx:oss-track distance
equal to its cross-track velocity times the DAS update delay
and the DAS system error. The controller then transmits a
correction maneuver to the pilot of the blundered aircraft.
After allowing time for the blundered aircraft to respond to
the corrective maneuver issued, the controller alerts the
controller of the aircraft on the adjacent approach course.
The blundered aircraft now has traveled cn additional cross-
track distance due to the delays of che controller's communi--
cation time. While the blundered aircraft is travelin~g an
even farther cross-track distance due to the delays of the pilot
and the aircraft, the controller of the adjacent aircraft is
responding to the situation and transmitting a message to his
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aircraft to maneuver. At this point in time, the blundered
aircraft has started its correction maneuver, and the adjacent
aircraft starts its maneuver after the pilot and aircraft
delays. When the heading of the adjacent aircraft becomes
equal to that of the blundered aircraft, the blunder condi-
tion is considered to be corrected. Knowing these conditions
and delays, it is possible to determine the cross-track dis-
tance traveled by the blundered aircraft before the blunder
condition was corrected.

The procedure described above is best defined as
a sequence of delays which directly affects the cross-track
distance traveled by a blundered aircraft. This sequence
is illustrated in Table 2.7.2-1 and is used to evaluate the
cross-track distance of the blundered aircraft. It should be
noted that the DAS error is evaluated separately, as explained
in Section 2.7.1.2.

Table 2.7,2-1

Dual Aircraft Blunder Analysis
Sequence of Delays

Blundered Adjacent
Aircraft Aircraft

(1) DAS update delay

(2) Controller 1 communication
time

(3) Pilot reaction time

(4) Aircraft 1 response time (4) Controller to Controller
delay

(5) Aircraft turn time (5) Controller communication
II. 2

time

(6) Pilot2 reaction time

(7) Aircraft 2 response time

(8) Aircraft 2 turn Lime
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The blundered aircraft parameters considered in

this analysis are listed in Table 2.7-1, and the adjacent

aircraft parameters and their values are

Adjacent Aircraft Summed Delays = 1, 4, 7, 10 seconds

Adjacent Aircraft Turn Rate = 3 deg./sec.

2.7.2.3 Results
The dual aircraft analysis is used to determine

the blunder recovery airspace required for a blundered aircraft
to recover from the two types of blunder conditions. By
maneuvering both the blundered aircraft and the aircraft on
the adjacent approach course, the blunder condition is
considered resolved when the headings of both aircraft are
equal. The dual aircraft analysis was used to determine the
lateral recover-- airspace for all combinations of the parameter
values (excluding EDAS), and the results are presented in
tabular form in Appendix D. Values for EDAS should be added
to the data of Appendix D when the position of the DAS
antenna is known for a particular system, as described in
Section 2.7.1.2 (Equations 2.7.1-1 through 2.7.1-5).

Appendix D contains the lateral recovery airspace
required for all parameter combinations for the dual aircraft
aznalysis. Table 2.7.2-2 contains typical output data from
the dual aircraft analysis and represents an overview of the
data contained in Appendix D. The column headings for Table
2.7.2-2 are explained as follows:

Blundered Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a
blundered aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course
measured from the extended runway centerline.

Blundered Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered
aircraft.

Blundered Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered
aircraft uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Blundered Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays
of the blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay,

Communication Time, and Pilot/Aircraft Reacticn Time.

Adjacent Summed Delay's (sec.) - a Lotal ,f all the delays of
the adjacent aircraft, including the Communication Time and

• ~2-•
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Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time measured from the time controller 1
communicates to cofitroller . This occurs at the end of the
Blundered Summed DeJays.

Corrected Parallel Headings (deg.) - the heading angle of
both the blundered and adjacent aircraft at the point in
time when they are flying parallel courses (i.e., the
blunder is cocrected). For this analysis, the approach heading
was assumed to be 1800.

Blunder Correction Time (sec.) - the total time required for a
blundered aircraft to attain a flight ccurse parallel with that
of the aircraft on the adjacent course (total blunder recovery
time measured from the time the blundered aircraft reaches the
action point until the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover cto
a course parallel with that of the adiacent aircraft. The
blunder recovery airspace is measured from the action point
perpendicular to the extended runway c,.nterline.

Some examples of the output data are shown in
Table 2.7.2-3. This table illustrates a reference blunder
case and shows the changes of the blunder recovery airspace
with respect to the variations of each parameter. An illustra-
tion of the reference case is shown in Figure 2.7.2-2. Also,
the best case blunder conditions and the worst case blunder
conditions for the dual aircraft analysis for the given paza-
meter set are shown in Table 2.7.2-3. it should be noted thai
the blunder recovery airspace does not always vary with a change
of the adjacent sumnied delays. This condition is due to the
blundered aircraft correcting its heading error before the adja-
cent aircraft has time to start a maneaver.
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Figure 2.7.2-2 Dual Aircraft Reference Blunder Case
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S E C T I 0 N 3

STUD OUTPUTS

The results of this study necessary to determine the
minimum runway spacing and the relative safety of various runway
configurations are presented in this section. The methods and
techniques used to determine the contents of this section have
been discussed, from a general standpoint, in Section 2 and in
detail in Volume II of this report. The three sets of data in-
cluded in this section are NOZ (Section 3.1), probability of col-
lision (Section 3.2) and blunder recovery airspace (Section 3.3).

The NOZ's are determined, using the techniques
previously discussed, for the following systemst

FC-ILS-I-CTOL,
FC-ILS-II-CTOL,
BC-ILS-I-CTOL,
VOR-CTOL, and
FC-ILS-I-STOL.

The NOZ's for these systems are discussed in Section 3.1 and the
data presented in Appendix A.

The probability of collision data is determined for:
CTOL/CTL,L independent,
CTOL/CTOL dependent,
STOL/STOL independent, and
CTOL/STOL independent.

The probability of collision data is discussed in Section 3.2,
and the data is presented in Appendix B.

The airspace required to recover from blunders .4

occurring under a number of specified conditions is presented

in Section 3.3 and Appendices C and D.
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SECTION 3.1

NORMAL OPERATING ZONE DATA

An important parameter utilized in the determination
of minimum runway spacings is the normal operating zone (NOZ).
The NOZ is defined as being that zone which includes either 68
percent or 95 percent of the operations. Since the mean of the
lateral error probability density function is assumed to be zero,
the NOZ is symmetric about the extended runway centerline.
Selection of the 68 percent zone or the 95 per'2ent zone is
usually dependent on the traffic rate and controller communica-
Lions workload.

The NOZ data is discussed in two parts. The first
part (Section 3.1.1) is concerned with the NOZ for approach
systems in general. The second part (Section 3.1.2) is con-
cerned with the NOZ for CTOL/STOL skewed operations. The NOZ
data for both secti)ns is presented in Appendix A.

3.1.1 NOZ DATA FOR APPROACH SYSTZMS
The 68 percent and 95 percent NOZ's are determined

from a direct integration of the lateral error PDF's for each of
the five lateral approach systems listed below:

FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-II-CTOL
BC-ILS-I-CTOL
VOR-CTOL
FC-ILS-I-STOL

The NOZ is divided into three regions: approach, runway, and
departure. The approach region begins at the turn-on range and
ends at either 5000 feet o:: 1500 feet from touchdown for CTOL
and STOL aircraft, respectively. This range corresponds to the
minimum range at which the aircraft should be VFR, The second
region is the region over the runway itself which consists of
two parallel lines spaced according to the value of the NOZ at
the VFR range. The departure region is a mirror image of the
approach region. The three regions are pictured in Figure
3.1.1-1. The locus of NOZ points are plotted in Appendix A
for each of the five approach systems.

3.1.2 NOZ DATA FOR CTOL/STOL SKEWED RUNWAYS
Due to the lack of measured distribution data for

STOL aircraft on curved departures, the method of NOZ determina-
tion for this case is different from the previous case. The 68
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percent and 95 percent NOZ's for the STOL system in the CTOL/
STOL configuration were determined using te techniques described
in Volume II (Section 2.5.3.2). The NOZ for runway spacing is
required only at the point of minimum spaciig between the CTOL
runway and the STOL departure path. The 68 percent and 95
percent NkZ's for skew angles from ten to nihety degrees in ten
degree increments at the CTOI- runway - STOL departure path
minimum spacing point are tabulated in Appendix A.
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SECTION 3.2

PROBABILITY OF COLLISION DATA

Probability of collision results obtained in the
Lateral Separation Study are discussed in this section and
presented in tabular form in Appendix B. These results re--
present a primary output of tne Lateral Separation Study and
constitute a portion of the information necessary to determine
a minimum allowable spacing between parallel runways for air-
craft operating under IFR conditions. All cases categorized
under CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL for which probability
of collision data was generated are shown in ýigure 3.2-1.

The objective of this analysis is to provide a
relative measure of safety for minimuim runway spacinig considera-
tions; the objective is not to provide an absolute measure of
probability of collision. For this reason, worst case condi-
tions are employed in all probability of collision calcula-
tions. Definition of the worst case condition for each speci-
fic system corsitdered is dependent upon which dimensions are
the primary dimensions of interest. In each case the primary
dimensions of interest are the only dimensions in which statis-
tics are used; in the other dimensions, t:he absolute worst
condition is assumed as illustrated in Table 3.2-1. For the
above reasons, the probability of collision data discqssed in
this section should be utilized as a "relative" measure of
safety as opposed to an "absolute" measure.

Probability of collision data for CTOL/CTOL inde-
pendent, CTOL/CTOL dependent, CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL are not
directly comparable, e.g., data obtained for CTOL/CTOL indepen-
dent operations should not be compared with data obtained for
CTOL/STOL independent operations. The reason the different
cases cited cannot be compared in terms of the probability of
collision data generated for each case is that some cases em-
ploy statistics in only one dimension; whereas, other cases
employ statistics in two dimensions. Specific dimensions in
which statistics were utilized for each case is shown in Table
3.2-1. The type of distribution used for a specific dimension
in each case is also shown. Cases in Table 3.2-1 which employ
•tatistics in two dimensions produce probability of collision
data smaller in magnitude than data generated for one dimen-
sional cases.

CTOL/CTOL probability of collision data are con-
rained in Appendix B, Tables B-2 through B-7. Probability of
coilision data for CTOL/STOL and STOL/STOL approaches are

Preceding blank 3-7
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contained in Tables B-9 and 10 and Table B-l1, respectively.
A table guide to all cases which are categorized under CTOL/CTOL,
CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL approaches is also furnished in Appen-
dix B. A discussion of the data along with examples illus-
trating how to use the tables and interpret the data is given
in the following sections.

3.2.1 CTOL/CTOL PROBABILITY OF COLLISION DATA
Probabi'ity of collision data for the CTOL/CTOL

aircraft and runway configuration was generated for both inde-
pendent and dependent operations where independent and de-
pendent operations are defined as in Section 2.6. For the
purpose of clarity, discussions of the data generated for
these two types of operations are presented separately.

CTOL/CTOL Independent Operations
Tables B-2 through B-4 in Append.x B contain pro-

bability of collision data for all CTOL/CTOL independent
operations considered. The type of approach, type of operation,
and the type of aircraft and runway configuration are speci-
fied in the captions of the respective tables.

As indicated in Figure 3.2.1-1, probabilities of
collision contained in each of these three tables are calcu-
lated at the turn-on range and at four and two miles from the
runway threshold for a fixed lateral spacing between runways.
The data were generated at the above ranges for lateral spac-
ings of 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4300, and 5000 feet
between runways. Data contained in Tables B-2, B-3, and B-4 are
for FC/FC, FC/VOR, and FC/BC approach systems, respectively.

CTOL/CTOL Dependent Operations
Probability of collision data generated for CTOL.

CTOL dependent operations is contained in Tables B-5 thro,,-o
B-8 of Appendix B. The only approach system considered fir
dependent operations was FC/FC. Each of the tables corres-
ponds to a different longitudinal spacing between approaching
aircraft; i.e., Tables B-5, B-6, B-7, and B-8 were generated
assuming longitudinal spacings of three, two, one, and
one-fourth miles, respectively. Figure. 3.2.1-2 illustrates
the ranges of the leading aircraft from the runway threshold
for which probability of collision was calculated for each of
the longitudinal spacings above. For a given longitudinal
spacing and the above range values, the probability of colli-
sion was calculated for lateral spacings of 1500, 2000, 2500,
3000, 3500, 4300, and 5000 feet.
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I.

Aircraft and Runway Configuration

Table B-i

CTOL/CTOL* Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC** Indepen-
dent Operations***

Lateral Range from
Separation, Threshold, Probability of

Feet N. Miles Collision

1500 6
4

2

2000 6
4

3000 62, 4

*Specifies Type of Aircraft and Runway Configuration

"**Specifies Type of Approach

***Specifies Type of Operation

Figure 3.2.1-1

Explanation of Heading Information -or Probability of
Collision Tables
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3.2.2 CTOL/STOL INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS
Tables B-9 and B-10 contain probability of collision

data generated for CTOL/STOL approaches. The primary dif-
ference between data in the two tables is that data in Table
B-9 is based on the runway configuration depicted in Figure
3.2.2-la, and data contained in Table B-10 is base-d on
runway configuration in Figure 3.2.2-lb.

4 As indicated in Table B-9, probaUi.,.ity ,f colli-
sion data was calculated at ranges from the threshold of
12,200, 9,200, and 4,700 feet for a fixed lateral spacing.
Probability collision data in Table B-10 was calculated at
ranges from the CTOL touchdown point of 7,700, 6,200, and
4,700 feet for a fixed lateral spacing. Probability of col-
lision data in each of these tables was generated at each of
the specified ranges for lateral separations of 1500, 2000,
2500, 3000, 3500, 4300, and 5000 feet.

3.2.3 PTOL/STOL INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS
Table B-I1 in Appendix B contains probability pf

collision data generated for STOL/STOL - FC/FC - independent
operations. Data was generated at ranges of 12,000, 7,000
and 1,000 feet from the touchdown point for lateral spacings
between runways of 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4300, and
5000 feet.
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Independent
12,200' CTOL/STOL PCcalculated at

9200' these ranges

4700'

I.

2100 8000'

*A

Figure 3.2.2-la Runway Configuration for CTOL/STOL Independent
Operations with No Threshold Displacement

__Independent
CTOL/STOL PC

7700' calculated at
7 6 0these ranges

20006

-" 8000'

Figure 3.2.2-lb Runway Configuration for CTOL/STOL Independent
Operations with 3000' Threshold Displacement
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SECTION 3.3

BLUNDER DATA'

SThe blunder analysis is an investigation of the
airspace required for an aircraft to recover from abnormal
operations or blunders. Thrs airspace is identified as the
total lateral extension of the normal operating zone (NOZ)
required to bring a blundered aircraft to a course parallel
with either the run,•;ay centerline or parallel to the course
of the aircraft in the adjacent parallel approach path. A
thorough description of the blunder analysis is presented in
Section 2.7.

There are two basic types of blunder situations that
were considered in the evaluation of the runway separation
requirements. Type 1 blunders occur i-.hen an aircraft that
is on a track which intercepts the approach course at 100,
20DI, and 300, passes through the normal operating zone, and
proceeds toward the adjacent track. Type 2 blunders occur
when an aircraft which is established on the final approach
course within "he NOZ makes a turn tgward the adjacent course
at 150, 300, and 450.

The blunder analysis was divided into two areas
which analyze recovery operations for single aircraft recovery
maneuvers and recovery operations tor dual aircraft maneuvers.
Since the blunder analyses are not dependent upon the "c. use"
6f the blunder, type 1 and' type 2 blunders are analyzed identi-
cally.,

the blunder recovery airspace required for a single
aircraft recovery maneuver for either of -he two types of
blunder oituations was evaluated by con•idering the 9eometry
of the situation as shown in Fiqure 3.3-;

The parameters used in the siynle aircraft analysis
are those specified in Table 3.3-1. Thr. blander recovery
area, for all possible combinations of these parameter values,
can be obtained Zrom the results of the analysis. The bl inder
data, excluding the DAS error, for the :irgle ".-crafL i.-t3ysis
is presented in tabular form in Appendix C. Iqypical output
data from the single aircraft analysis is contained in Table
3.3-2, where the colum,. headings are explained as follows:

Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blundered aircraft
heads toward the adjacent approach course measured from the
extended runway centerline.
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Figure 3.3-1

Single Aircraft Geometric Analysis of the Two Types of Blunders
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Table 3.3-1 Blundered Aircraft Parameter Values

Parameters Values Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 10, 20, and 30 degrees
Type 2 15, 30, and 45 degrees

DAS Range Accuracy (eR) 1.5, 1.0, .5, percentagesand .2 of range

DAS Azimuth Accuracy (cA) 1.5, 1.0, and .5 degrees

DAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1. .5, .1, seconds
and .01

Aircraft Velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
140, and 160

Aircraft Bank Angles 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Times 1.5, 5, and 8 seconds

Communication Times 1 to 10 seconds
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rt

Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered aircraft.

Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered aircraft
uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of the blundered
aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communication Time, and
Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover
from the type 1 and type 2 blunders, measured from the acticn
point and perpendicular tc the extended runway centerline.

To utilize the single aircraft analysis data con-
tained in Appendix C, the desired set of parameter values to
be studied must first be selected from Table 3.3-1. For the
purpose of illustration, assume values for the parameters as
follows:

Departure Angle - 30 degrees
DAS Rankle Accuracy (N ) - .5 percent of range
DAS Azimuth Accuracy eA - 1.0 degrees
Das Update Delay - 1 second
Aircraft Velocity - 100 knots
Aircraft Bank Angle - 30 degrees
Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time - 5 seconds
Communication Time - 4 seconds

First, find the departure angle (C' ov'grees) in the blunder
data table (Table 3.3-2). The airc:_$t velocity (100 knots)
and the aircraft bank angle (30 degrees) can now be found in
the appropriate columns. Sum the DAS updace delay (I second),
the pilot/aircraft reaction time (5 seconds), and the communi-
cation timne (4 seconds) to yield the summed delay (10 seconds).
The desired Blunder Recovery Airspace (1,049.15 feet), ex-
cluding DAS error, can be found by linear interpolation
between the two recovery airspaces, (964.80 feet and 1,555.54
feet) for the appropriate two closest summed delay values
(9 seconds and 16 seconds).

It should be noted that the Blunder Recovery
Airspace of Appendix C does not include the Data Acquisitior.
System error (EDAS). The value of EDAS may be calculated using
the desired values of ER(.5 percent of range) and cA (1 degee)
and the procedure discussed below.



In order to determine the EDAS, it is necessary to
know the location of the DAS antenna as well as the blundered*
aircraft. These locations are specified as follows:

XA/C - Aircraft ground range to touchdown, ft.

Y - Aircraft lateral location from the runwayA/C centerline, ft.

Z - Aircraft altitude, ft.
A/C

X - DAS antenna ground range from touchdown, ft.
DAS

Y - DAS antenna lateral location from the runwayDAS centerline, ft. I

ZDAS - DAS antenna altitude, ft.

Figure 3.3-2 illustrates a possible DAS location configura-
tion. Determination of the lateral component of the EDAS due
to range error and azimuth error is illustrated izn Figure 3.3-2
and shown below. ,'

EDAr = EA cosp + ER sinp

where

EA R tan cA

E R = R R

R =• xI7s xA/2 (Y - 2e) + (Z - Z 2
V(DAS A/C DAS A/C DAS A/C

y -y
p =tan1 -l DAS_ A/C

XDAs XA/Cl

Assuming values of the EDAS location parameters as
follows:
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XA/C = 6,000 ft.

YA/C = -1,500 ft.

ZA/C = 300 ft.

XDAS = 500 ft.

YDAS = -2,500 ft.

ZDAS = 0 ft.

EDAS is calculated to be 101.17 feet. The value of EDAS
(101.17 teet) is adaea to-tne blunder recovery airspace (1,049.15
feet) to find the total airspace required (1,150.32 feet)
for an aircraft to recover from the defined blunder condition.

The dual aircraft analysis was used to evaluate the
blunder recovery airspace required for a blundered aircraft to
recover from the type 1 and type 2 blunders, assuming that the
blundered aircraft failed to respond to the controller's warn-
ings. The failure to respond makes it necessary for the con-
troller to comnand an avoidance maneuver for the adjacent air-
craft approaching the adjacent runway. The recovery of the
blundered aircraft was considered complete when the heading of
the blundered aircraft was the same as the heading of the air-
craft on the adjacent approach course, meating that both air-
craft were flying parallel courses at that instant.

The geometry of the situation, as shown in Figure
3.3-3, was used to evaluate the required blunder recovery
airspace for a blundered aircraft to recover to a course
parallel with that of the adjacent aircraft. The parameter
combinations used in the dual aircraft analysis for the blundered
aircraft are those specified in Table 3.3-1. The parameter
values used for the adjacent aircraft are 1, 4, 7. and 10
seconds for the Adjacent Summei Delays, and 3 degrees per second
for the corrective maneuver turn rate. The blunder recovery
area for all possible combinations of these parameter values can
be obtained from the results of the analysis.

The blunder data, excluding the DAS error, for the
dual aircraft analysis is presented in tabular form in Appendix
D, and typical output data from the dual aircraft analysis is
contained in Table 3.3-3, where the column I-adings are explained
as follows:

Blundered Departure Angle (dog.) - the angle at which a blundered
aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course measured from
the extended runway centerline.
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Blundered Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered
aircraft.

Blundered Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered
aircraft uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Blundered Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of
the blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communica-
tion Time, and Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Adjacent Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of the
adjacent aircraft, including Communication Time and Pilot/
Aircraft Reaction Time measured after the Blundered Summed
Delays.

Corrected Parallel Headings (deg.) - the heading angle of both
the blundered and adjacent aircraft at the point in time when
they are flying parallel courses (i.e., the blunder is corrected).

0
The approach (runway) heading was arbitrarily assumed to be 180

Blunder Correction Time (sec.) - the total time required for a
blundered aircraft to attain a flight course parallel with that
of the aircraft on the adjacent course (total blunder recovery
time measured from the time the blundered aircraft reaches the
action point until the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover to
a course parallel with that of the adjacent aircraft. The
blunder recovery airspace is measured from the action point
perpendicular to the extended runway centerline.

To utilize the dual aircraft analysis data contained
in Appendix D, the desired set of blundered aircraft parameter
values to be studied must first be selected from Table 3.3-1.
For the purpose of illustration, assume the desired set .f
values to be as follows:

Departure Angle - 30 degrees
DAS Range Accuracy (ER) - .5 percent of range
DAS Azimuth Accuracy (C ) - 1.0 degree
DAS Update Delay - 1 second
Aircraft Velocity - 100 knots
Aircraft Bank Angle - 30 degrees
Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time - 5 seconds
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COmmunication Time - 4 secondr

Also, assume the Adjacent Summed Delays to be 2 seconds.
First, find the departure angle (30 deqrees) in the

dual aircraft blunder data table (Table 3.3-3). The aircraft
velocity (100 knots) and the aircraft bank angle (30 degrees)
can now be found in the appropriate columns. Sum the DAS
update delay (1 second), the pilot/aircraft reaction time
(5 seconds), and the communication time (4 seconds) to yield
the blunder summed delay (10 seconds). This sumned delay
value falls between two values (9 seconds and 16 seconds)
in the Blundered Summed Delay output column. Since the delays
of the adjacent aircraft (2 seconds) falls between two values
U( second and 4 seconds) in the Adjacent Summed Delays
output column, the desired blunder recovery airspace (1,039.96
feet) can be found by a double linear interpolation, between
the two sets of recovery airspaces (951.23 feet and 964.26
feet) and (1,541.96 feet and 1,554.99 feet).

It sho..Xt bo noted that the blunder recovery air-
space of Appendix D does riot include the Data Acquisition
System error (EDAS). However, the value of FDAS may be cal.-
culated by using the identical technique explained previously
for the single aircraft blunder analysis. By using the
desired values of R(.5 percent of range) and cA (1 degree)
and by using the same assumed EDAS location parameters as
used in the illustrative example for the single aircraft
blunder aaalysis, the value of EDAS is 101.17 feet.

Upon finding the value of EDAS (101.17 feet),
it may be added to the blunder recovery airspace (1,039.96
feet) to find the total airspace required (1,141.13 feet)
for an aircraft to recover from the defined blunder condition.
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SECTION 4

RUNWAY SPACING DETERMINATION

By minimizing runway lateral spacings, terminal IFR
operational capacity can be increased. The objective of the
Lateral Separation Study is to provide a means for establish-
ing the feasibility of minimizing runway spacings for the
purpose of increasing operational capacity. This objective is
accomplished by providing methods for determining the minimum
lateral spacing between runways and for measuring the rela-
tive: safety for a given runway spacing. In addition to
minimizing runway spacings, it is also necessary to consider
the situation where the runway spacings are fixed. This
situation could exist for the case where the runways have
already been constructed or where new airport design goals
dictate fixed runway locations. In these cases, it is neces-
sary to provide a method for identifying acceptable opera-
tions and for determining relative safety. The purpose of
this section is to present these methods.

The methods described in this section are valid

for the approach configurations listed in Table 4-1. These
methods are based upon the following:

I. no transgression zone,
2. normal operating zones,
3. probability of collision,
4. blunder recovery airspace, and
5. system biases
The no transgression zone is a constant lateral

distance which is specified by procedures. Normal operat-
ing zone data is provided in Appendix A and discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1. This data was generated as described in Section
2.5. ReLative safety measurement capability is provided by
the probability of collision data, which is presented in
Appendix B and discussed in Section 3.2. This data was
generated as described in Section 2.6. The generation
of the blunder recovery data, presented in Appendices C and
D, is described in Section 2.7. Section 3.3 provides a
discussion of the data and presents procedures which des-
cribe how to use the data. The effect of measurable or
known system biases due to equipment biases and/or operational
constraints is also included in the runway spacing determina-
tion. Once a runway spacing is determined, the increase or
decrease in lateral airspace required due to the biases can
be added to or subtracted from the previous value for the
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Table 4-1

Approach Configurations

Parallel Runways:
CtOL/CTOL-Independent

FC/FC
FC/BC
FC/VOR

CTOL/CTOL-Dependent-FC/.FC
Longitudinal Separation of 3 NMi
Longitudinal Separation of 2 NMi
Longitudinal Separation of 1 NMi
Longitudinal Separation of .25 NMi

CTOL/STOL-Independent-FC/FC
Threshold Displacement of 0 feet
Threshold Displacement of 3000 feet
Threshold Displacement of 6000 feet*

STOL/STOL-Independent-FC/FC

Skewed Runways:
CTOL/STOL-Independent-FC/FC-3000 foot Threshold Displacement

Skew Angle of 100

Skew Angle of 200
Skew Angle of 300
Skew Angle of 400
Skew Angle-of 50
Skew Angle of 600

Skew Angle of 600

Skew Angle of 800
Skew Angle of 900

*Considered the same as the zero threshold displacemuc case
due to departure considerations.

runway spacing.
In order to dete.Žmine minimum runway spacings,

standards must exist or be de4'emined to which comparisons will
be made. Among the parameters involved in the runway spacing
determination, one of the m.-,e important is the prob&bility of
collision because it relates to the "relative" safeneas of a
specific approach configuration. One way of establishing a
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relative probability of collision standard can be accomplished

by determining the probability of collision for the existing
minimum runway spacing criteria and relating the probability of
collision for other runway spacings to this standard.

A possible data set to use in establishing a stan-
dard would be the 1961/1969 Chicago data. The 1961 data set was
collected at Chicago's O'Hare irport and was considered in the
development of the current 50J0 foot lateral spacing criteria.
The 1969 data set was also collected at Chicago's O'Hare airport
and was considered in the revalidation of the 5000 foot lateral
spacing criteria. The 51961 data results in a probability of
collision of .99 x 10 for an approach configuration at Chicago
O'Hare (CTOL/CTOL-parallel-independent-FC/FC) for a 5000 foot
lateral runway separation, at the range interval between 6 and
6.5 NMi. In 1969, the same approach cgnfiguration had a proba-
bility of collision value of .23 x 10 . These two probability
of collision numbers not only indicate the trend toward safer
operations, but also yield a relative basis for comparing new
runway spacings and approach configurations. The 1961 and 1969
probability of collision data at Chicago was based on a modified
Burgerhout distribution fit to the measured distribution data
standard deviation in the lateral dimension and worst case con-
ditions in the vertical and longitudinal dimensions. These pro-
babilities of collision can be compared directly only to proba-
bility of collision values based on the same worst case condi-
tions; i.e., the CTOL/CTOL and STOL/STOL independent parallel
cases.

The worst case conditions ror all parallel approach
configurations considered in this study are shown in Table 4-2.
Also shown in this table are the range of probability of colli-
sion values for each case. The relative magnitude of these
values may be useful in determining relative standards for the
various approach configurations.

The operations pertinent to minimum runway spacing
determination can be categorized as either approaches, depar-
tures, cr missed approaches. The normal operating zone and pro-
bability of collision are approximately the same for approaches
and departures; therefore, the calculation of runway spacing is
independent of whether the operation is an approach or a
departure. The missed approach case can be evaluated as
either a departure or a blundered aircraft. That is, if the
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missed approach is executed within the NOZ, then the aircraft
may be treated as a departure. If while executing a misse(,

approach the aircraft goes outside of the NOZ, then the
aircraft has become a blundered aircraft and is treated using

the deterministic techniques discussed in Section 2.7.
As shown in Table 4-i, both parallel and skewed

runways are considered. Methods are provided for determining
minimum lateral runway spacing requArements for parallel
runways in Section 4.1 and for skewed runways in Section 4.2.

Two methods are providcd for both cases:
1. fixed runway location method, and
2. noh-fixe• runway location method.

4.1 LATERAL RUNWAY SPACING FOR PARALLEL OPERATIONS
The methods described in this section provide the

capability of determining minimum lateral runway spacing for
the parallel approach configurations listed in Table 4-1.
Also, theie methods allow fixed runway spacings to be analyzed
to identify acceptable cperations and to determine relative
safety. The methods presented may be used in conjunction with
a trade-off analysis to obtain the desired results. This
allows decisions to be made based upon several alternatives.
As illustrated in Table 4.1-1, the trade-off analysis includes
the following items:

1. approach configuration,
2. 10Z type (68. or 95%),
3. blunder recovery maneuver type (single or

dual aircraft),
4. runway spacing,
5. probability of collision,
6. blunder recovery airspace, and
7. blunder recovery parameters.
Before a final decision is made concerning mini-

mum runway spacing requirements for a particular situation,

all possible alternativas should be investigated. This is
accomplished by completing Table 4.1-1 for all approach con-
figurations considered The steps taken to complete this table

are discussed below.
First, tbe types of parallel approach configura-

tions to be considered are selected. Then the no trarisgression

zone (NTZ) is specified and the lateral spacing due to system

biases determined. For each of the approach configurations
selected, fDur sets of values aze determined for the various
combinations of NOZ's and blunder recovery maneuvers available.
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(a) 68% NOZ and single aircraft blunder recovery
maneuver,

(b) 68% NOZ and dual aircraft blunder recovery

maneuver,
(c) 95% NOZ and single aircraft blunder recovery

maneuver, and
(d) 95% NOZ and dual aircraft blunder recovery

maneuver.
Once the table of values is completed for all

approach configurations being considered, the trade-off analy-
sis is initiated. The analysis consists of evaluating the
trade-off's between the elements listed previously based upon
the values listed in Table 4.1-1.

Two methods are provided which may be used in
conjunction with the trade-off analysis to determine the
lateral runway spacing requirements for parallel approach
systems. The basic configuration for the parallel approach
system case is shown in Figure 4.1-1. The choice of the method
to be used is based on the objective or requirement under
consideration. If the objective is to analyze minimum spacing
requirements for fixed runway spacings, then the fixed runway
location method (Section 4.1.1) should be employed. Conversely,
if the objective is to analyze minimum spacing requirements for
non-fixed runway spacings, then the non-fixed runway location
method (Section 4.1.2) should be employed.

Before a method is initiated, it is necessary to
obtain the following items:

1. relative safety criteria in terms of pro-
bability of collision,

2. restrictions on the blunder recovery para-
meter values,

3. restrictions on runway lateral spacing,
4. no transgression zone, and
5. system biases.

An acceptable probability of collision criteria is not deter-
mined in the Lateral Separation Study; however, one must be
specified for each of the operations considered before mini-
mum runway spacing requirements can be determined. Possible
methods for determining a relative safety criteria were dis-
cussed previously. It is necessary to determine all restric-
tions on the blunder recovery parameters for each runway in
each approach configuration. The blunder recovery parameters
are those parameters utilized in the blunder analysis (Section
3.3). Also, it is necessary to determine the runway lateral
spacing restrictions, NTZ, and system biases (lateral).
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The data required by these methods consist of the
following:

1. probability of collision,
2. normal operating zones, and
3. blunder recovery airspace

which are included in the appendices.
In the following sections, the two methods for

determining runway spacing for parallel operations are con-
sidered. Flow charts are presented for each method along with
a discussion of the process required to move from one block
in the flow chart to another.

4.1.1 Fixed Runway Location Method for Parallel Runways
The fixed runway location method should be used

when the primary objective is to determine the acceptable
approach configurations and blunder recovery parameter values
for a fixed runway lateral spacing. This condition could
exist for the situation where the runways have already been
constructed or where the design goals dictate fixed spacing.
By using this method, it is possible to determine the "relative"
safety and to determine the blunder recovery parameter values
for the parallel approach configurations listed in Table 4-1.
In this manner, it is possible to identify the acceptable
approach configurations for the fixed runway spacing.

The fixed runway location method is shown in flow
chart form in Figure 4.1.1-1. The procedure illustrated in
this figure is repeated for all combinations of NOZ type•l
and blunder recovery maneuver types for every approach
configuration considered.

The first step i lie procedur is to specify
the fixed runway spacing. t the probab. ty of collision
for the approach configuration being considered can be deter-
mined from Appendix B. The probability of collision is selec-
ted at the range which yields the largest value. If this pro-
bability of collision value is not acceptable, then thi ap-
proach configuration is not possible for the specified runway
spacing. If the probability of collision is acceptable,
the procedure is continued.

The next step in the procedure is the determina-
tion of the NOZ at the turn-on range for both the left runway
(NOZL) and the right runway (NOZR). These values are deter-
mined from the figures in Appendix A. Now the maximum possible
blunder recovery area can be determined from the equation below.

MBA = RS - NOZL - NOZR - NTZ- SB
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where
MBA - maximum blunder airspace
RS - runway lateral spacing
SB - system biases

At this point in the procedure, the various sets
of blunder recovery parameter values corresponding to the
maximum blunder airspace may be listed using the procedures
given in Section 3.3 and the data listed in Appendices C or D.
Once these values are listed, the blunder recovery parameter
restrictions must be examined for both the left and right
runways, and the sets of blunder recovery parameter values
which are not acceptable for each runway must be eliminated.
If none of the sets of blunder recovery parameter values are
acceptable, then this approach configuration is not acceptable
for the specified runway spacing. If acceptabie blunder
recovery parameter sets are found, then the results are
entered in Table 4.1-1.

4.1.2 Non-Fixed Runway Location Method for Parallel
Runways
When the objective of the analysis is to deter-

mine the minimum lateral runway spacing and/or the blunder
recovery parameters for non-fixed parallel runways, then the
non-fixed runway location method should be employed. This
condition could exist for the situation where a new airport
is being designed. By using this method, it is possible to
determine the minimum lateral separation between parallel
runways as well as to measure the relative safety and to
determine the blunder recovery parameters for the parallel
approach configurations listed in Table 4-1. It is also
possible to examine the trade-off's between runway spacing,
approach configuration and blunder recovery parameter values.

The non-fixed runway location method is shown in
Figure 4.1.2-1. The procedure illustrated in this figure is
repeated for all combinations of NOZ type and blunder recovery
maneuver type for every approach configuration considered.

In Figure 4.1.2-1, the first step is to initialize
the runway spacing. Then, using Appendix B, the corresponding
probability of collision (largest value) for the specific

approach configuration and runway spacing is determined. If

this value for the prnbability of collision is not acceptable,

then the runway spacing is increased and the process repeated.
Once an acceptable probability of collision is found, the NOZ's

at the turn-on range for both the :ight and left runways are
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determined using Appendix A. The NOZ's, NTZ, and system biases
are then subtracted from the runway spacing value tc determine
the maximum blunder recovery area.

MBA = RS - NOZL - NOZR - NTZ - SB

Using this value for the blunder recovery area, the possible

blunder recovery parameter values can be determined from the
procedures in Section 3.3 and by using either Appendix C or
D depending on whether single or dual aircraft maneuvers are
being considered. If an acceptable set of blunder recovery
parameter values does not exist for both the right and left
runways, then the runway spacing is increased and the process
repeated. This procedure continues until an acceptable blunder
recovery parameter set is determined. When this is accom-
plished, the resultant runway spacing is the minimum runway
spacing for the specified approach configuration, NOZ type,
and blunder recovery maneuver type. The runway spacing value,
probability of cclli~ion, NOZ, blunder recovery area, and
blunder recovery parameter values are then listed in Table 4.1-1.

4.2 RUNWAY.SPACING-EOR SKEWED OPERATIONS
The capability of determining minimum runway spacing

for the CTOL/STOL skewed approach configurations listed in
Table 4-1 is provided by the methods described in this sec-
tion. These methods also allow fixed runway locations to be
analyzed to determine acceptable blunder recovery parameter
values. Two methods are provided which may be used to deter-
mine the runway spacing requirements for CTOL/STOL skewed
runways:

1. fixed runway location method and
2. non-fixed runway location method.

The choice of the method to be used is dependent upon whether
the runway locations are fixed or not, as the titles imply.

These methods are very similar to the methods
discussed for parallel runways; therefore, much of the dis-
cussion in Section 4.1 is valid for this section. The basic

difference in the two methods is that probability of colli-
sion values were not determined for the skewed case due to

the unavailability of measured data to verify the STOL

curved departure distribution data. The minimum runway spac-

ing requirements for the skewed case are based upon the
data at only one point, i.e., the minimum separation point
between the CTOL runway and the STOL departure path. This

point is selected because it represents the most critical point
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in the skewed configuration. The data consists of normal
operating zone data and blunder recovery airspace data.

The CTOL/STOL skewed runway configuration is
illustrated in Figure 4.2-1. Note that this configuration
is dependent upon the skew angle (a) and the specific opera-
tions noted, i.e., a STOL nominal departure velocity of 73
knots- and a standard rate turn through the curved path. The
results obtained from this method are valid only for the
specific operations noted; however, different c-erations

* could be investigated using similar techniques.
Before a method is initiated, it is necessary

to obtain the following items:
1. restrictions on the blunder recovery para-

meters,
2. restrictions on the runway location,
3. no transgression zone, and
4. system biases.

The restrictions on the blunder recovery parameters must be
determined for each runway. Runway location restrictions
pertinent to spacing as well as skew angle must be determined.

* The no transgression zone must be determined at the point of
minimum separation. The system biases and their effect upon
the runway spacing must be determined for both runways.

4.2.1 Fi~ced Runway Location Method for Skewed Runways
When a fixed runway location exists for CTOL/STOL

skewed runways, the method shown in Figure 4.2.1-1 should be
employed. The procedure illustrated in this figure is repea-
ted for all combinations of NOZ type and blunder recovery
maneuver type.

The first step in the procedure is to specify the
fixed runway spacing and skew angle, Then the STOL NOZ
(NOZSTOL) for the skew angle being considered is determined from
Appendix A. The NOZ for the CTOL runway (NOZcToL) is deter-
mined at a range equal to R1 from Appendix A, where

RI = 2440 sina + 6200 cosa - 5000, feet.

Now the maximum possible blunder recovery area can be deter-
mined from the equation below:

MBA = RS - NOZCTOL - NOZSTOL - NTZ - SB - D- D2

where
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D2 = 4200 sina, feet.

Using MBA, the possible blunder recovery parameter
values can be determined from Appendix C or D and the pro-
cedures in Section 3.3. If an acceptable set of blunder
recovery parameters does not exist for both the CTOL and the
STOL runways, then the runway location must be changed slightly
by either increasing the runway spacing or decreasing the skew
angle or both. Once the change in the runway location has
been accomplished, then the process is repeated. This pro-
cedure continues until an acceptable blunder recovery para-
meter set is determined. hen this is accomplished, the
resultant minimum runway spacing is determined, and the blunder
parameter values are noted.

After the values for all combinations of NOZ type
and blunder recovery maneuver type have been determined, an
analysis of the trade-off's between NOZ type, blunder recovery
maneuver type, runway spacing, skew angle, and blunder para-
meters may be accomplished.
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APPENDIX A

NORMAL OPERATING ZONE ,t.TA

Normal operating zone (NOZ) data obtained using the
techniques described in the Lateral Separation Study are pre-
sented in this appendix. NOZ's are presented for the approach
systems listed in Table A-1 and for CTOL/STOL skewed operations.'
This NOZ data is used in the minimum runway spacing determina-
tion.

"Table A-1

Figure Numbers for the NOZ's of the Systems Indicated

Figure
System Number

FC-ILS-I-CTOL A-1
FC-ILS-II-CTOL A-2
BC-ILS-I-CTOL A-3
VOR-CTOL A-4
FC-ILS-I-STOL A-5

Figures A-1 through A-5 present the NOZ's for the five lateral
approach options listed in Table A-1. The five NOZ's are to
scale and, therefore, may be compared directly. Table A-2
lists the NOZ's at the minimum distance between the CTOL runway
and the STOL departure path, as shown in Figure A-6, for skew
angles between 100 and 900 in 100 incremcnts.

Table A-2 CTOL/STOL Skewed NOZ Results

Skew
Angle, NOZ (68%), NOZ (95%),
Degrees feet feet

10 91.35 182.70
20 89.24 178.48
30 93.04 186.08
40 110.55 221.10

50 144.24 288.48
60 191.33 382.66
70 248.07 496.14
80 311.33 632.66
90 378.46 756.92
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APPENDIX B

PROBABILITY OF COLLISION DATA

Probability of collision results obtained in the
Lateral Separation Study are presented in tabular form in this
appendix. These results represent a primary output of the Lateral
Separation Study and constitute a portion of the information
necessary to determine a minimum allowable spacing between
parallel runways for aircraft operating under .FR condition.
Probability of coilision data for CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and
STOL/STOL aircraft and runway configurations are presented in
tabular form and include probability of collision results
obtained in the Lateral Separation Study for all cases cited in
Figure B-1. Table B-1 is a guide to the probability of coilL-
sion tables contained in thia appendix. Zero values shown in
the tables for each particular case denote probability of col-
lision values which were smaller than the computational errors
associated with a digital computer.
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Table B-i Guide to Probability of Collision Tables

Aircraft and
Runway

Configuration Operation Approach Table Comments

CTOL/CTOL Independent FC/FC B-2
FC/VOR B-3
FC/BC B-4

Dependent FC/FC B-5 Longitudinal
Spacing of
Three NMi

B-6 'Longitudinal
Spacing of

Two NMi

B-7 Longitudinal
Spacing of
One NMi

B-8 Longitudinal
Spacing of
One-Fourth NMi

CTOL/STOL Independent FC/FC B-9 No Threshold
Displacement

B-10 3000 foot
Threshold
Displacement

STOL/STOL Independent FC/FC B-Il

B-3
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!1
Table B-2

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for
FC/YC Inde~pcndent Operations

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision
S-2

1500 6 .68 10

4 .75 10-

2 .50 l05

Sooo 6 .11 102

4 .54 10-4

2 .16 10-7

2500 6 .17 10-3

4 .28 l0

2 .38 i0 1 0

-40

3000 6 .22 10-4

4 .95 lo-7

2 .30 i013

3500 6 .23 10-5

-8
4 .37 10

2 .13 10-16

4300 6 .57 lo

4 .65 10-II

2 .16 1022

5000 6 .17 10-8

4 .16 1013

2 .20 1028

i B-4



Table B-3

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for
FC/VOR Independent Operations

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

1500 6 .18 101-

4 .29 10-2

4- 2 .16 10

• -2
2000 6 .49 10

4 .27 i0-3

2 .82 10-7

2500 6 .14 10-2

4 .39 10-4

2 .31 10-9

3000 6 .38 10-3

4 .35 10-5

2 .66 10-12

3500 6 .6/ 10-4

4 .14 10-6

2 .92 10-15

4300 6 .23 10-5

4 .14 108
-20

2 .90 10-20

5000 6 .12 i0-6

4 .98 10-11

2 .12 10-24
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Table B-4

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for
FC/BC Independent Operations

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

1500 5 .17 10-1

4 .61 102

.2 .38 10-5

2000 5 .45 0-2

4 .52 10-3

2 .11 10-7

2500 5 1L3 10-2

4 ..97 10-4

2 .15 1010

3000 5 .36 10-3

-4 .29 10-4

2 .63 10- 1 4

•;'• -4

3500 5 .57 10

4 .28 105

2 .15 10-17

___ ._... -5
4300 5 .10 10

4 .16 10-7

2 .55 10-24

5000 5 .28 l0-

4 .40 10-9

2 .28 1030

I. ___,__ _ _



Table B-5

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Dependent
Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of Three Miles

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

1500 3 10-71

2 10 -51

!, 1 i0~
1' 10- 39

2000 3 10.72

2 10-52

1 10-40

2500 3 I0-7

2 i0-53

1 30-42

3000 3 10-74

2 10-55

1 10-44

3500 3 I0-76

2 10-56

1 10-46

4300 3 10278

2 10-60

1 10-5

5000 3 10-81

2 10-64

1 10-63
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Table 2-6

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Colligion Data for FC/FC Dependent
Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of Two Miles

Runway Range fror, Probability

Separation, Threshold, of
feet nmi. *- Collision

1500 4 10-43,

3 10-29

.2 10-22

10-19

2000 4 1044
I031

3 10~

2 10 24

__ _1 
10- 21

2500 4 10

1-32

2 i0-6

1 1o-24

3000 4 10-46

3 10-33

2 Io-28

i . ... 1 10- 26

3500 4 10-47

3 10-35

2 10-30

,,1 
10-29

4300 4 10-49

3 10-38

2 l0-33

• 1 103
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Table B-6 CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FCI : Dependent Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of Two
Miles (ContinuedY

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

5000 4 1051
-41

1 3 10
-2 10-38

1-46

B
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Table B-7

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Dependent
Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of One Mile

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, cf

feet nmi. Collision

1500 5 1016

-11
4 10

3 i0~

2 10

1 1010

2000 5 1017

4 10 -12

3 10

2 30

1 10-13-18

2500 5 !0-18

4 10- 134 i0'

3 10 12

2 -132 i0l

0- 171 io1
-10

3000 5 i0'1

4 10-15

3 10-14
-16

2 
10

-21________1 10

3500 5 !o-20

-16
4 10

B-2o



Table 3-7 CTOI/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC
Dependent Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of One
Mile (Continued)

Runway Range from i Probabilitý
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

2 3500 3 06

2 10-18

__1 
10-25

4300 5 10-22

4 10 18

3 10-19

2 10-23

S1 
10- 35

5000 5 10-23

4 10- 21

3 10-22

2 10-27

___ _....__<lO120

B-11



Table B-8

4 •TOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Depe. dent
Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of .25 Miles

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

-3
1500 5 .14 10

4 .53 10

3 .76 10-5

2 .46 10-6

_ ..... ....__. 1 .68 10- °

2000 5 .17 10-4

4 .41 10-

3 .28 i0 6

-8
k .16 10

1 .17 1014

2500 5 .17 10-

-6
4 .23 10

3 .28 10
-11

2 .57 10

1 .11 i019

3000 5 .13 i06
-8

4 .87 10

3 .84 i0-l0
-14

2 .60 10

1 .75 10

B-12



Table B-8 CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC

Dependent Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of .25

Miles (Continued)

Runway Range from Probability
A Separation Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

3500 5 .90 10-8
-9

4 .38 10
-1 2

3 .70 10
-1~7

2 .40 10

1 .14 10-3

4300 5 .10 i09
S~-i1

4 .12 10

3 .10 10

2 .10 i0

1 <0-120

5000 5 .12 10-11

4 .31 10-14

3 .22 10-19

2 .29 i0-28

1 <10-120

B-I1



Table P-9

CTOL/STOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Independent
* Operations and No Threshold Displacement

Runway Range from ProLability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet feet Collision

1500 12200 1023

9200o 1o-14

4700 1016
.5 "-26

2000 12200 10
-17

9200 
10

4700 i023

2500 12200 1029

9200 io21
-35

4700 
10

3000 12200 1032

9200 1025

4700 10-40

3500 12200 10

-30
9200 10

4700 10-40

4300 12200 1042

9200 1040

4700 10-40

5000 12200 l05

9200 10-45

4700 io-40

B-14
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Table B-10

CIOL/STOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Independent
Operations with Threshold Displacement of 3000 Feet

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet feet Collision

1500 7700 1012

-12
&200 i

4700 1012

2000 7700 10"-716

6200 10-16

4700 10-19

2500 7700 i-21

6200 10-22
-26

4700 
10

3000 7700 10-26

6200 10-30

4700 i0-3

3500 7700 10

6200 10-40

4700 10-39

4300 7700 10-42

6200 10-40

4700 10-39

5000 7700 10-42

6200 10-40

4700 I0-39
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Table -11i

STOL/STOL Probability of Collision Data for
FC/FC Independent Operations

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet feet Collision

1500 12000 i0 2

7000 l09

1000 10-41

2000 12000 i0

7000 1018
-73

1000 10

2500 12000 l09

7000 1028

1000 10 118

3000 12000 10-13

7000 10-41

1000 <10-120

3500 12000 10-17

7000 l0-57

_1000 
<I0 -120

4300 12000 10-26

"7000 10-88

1000 -O120

5000 12000 i036

7000 io120

-12
1000 <10

B-16



APPENDIX C

SINGLE AIRCRAFT BLUNDER ANALYSIS DATA

This appendix contains the output data for the sin-
gle aircraft blunder analysis performed in the Lateral Separation
study. The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the cross-
track distance (blunder recovery airspace) required for an
aircraft to recover from the type 1 and type; ? blunders. Type 1
blunders occur when an aircraft that is on a track which inter-
cepts the approach course at 100, 200, or 300 passes through
the normal operating zone and proceeds toward the adjacent track.
Type 2 blunders occur when an aircraft which is established on
the final approach course (within the normal operating zone)
makes a turn toward the adjacent course at 150°, 300, or 45°.
The blunder recovery maneuver is assumed to be a coordinated
turn in the glideslope plane performed by the blundering air-
craft. The geometry of the single aircraft analysis is shown
in Figure C-1.

The single aircraft analysis utilized combinations
of the blunder parameter values listed in Table C-1 excluding
.the data acquisition system (DAS) accuracies (CR and CA). The
lateral recovery airspace required for parameter combinations
for the single aircraft blunder analysis is presented in tabular
form in Table C-2. Values foz DAS errors (EDAS) should be
added to these data when the position of the DAS antenna with
respect to the blundered aircraft is known.

EDAS is evaluated using the following equations:

EDAS = EA cosp + sinp

where,
E = R tan cA

cR R
ER 100

I2 22
R =(X DAS - A/C + (YDAS " A/C + (ZDAS - A/C

p = tan 1
XDAS - A/C

C-I
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Figure C-1

Single Aircraft Geometric Analysis of the Two Types of Blunders
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Table C-I Blundered Aircraft Parameter Values

Parameters Values Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 Blunder 10, 20, and 30 degrees
Type 2 Blunder 15, 30, and 45 degrees

DAS Range Accuracy (eR) 1.5, 1.0, .5, percentages
R

and .2 of range

DAS Azimath Accuracy (c ) 1.5, 1.0, and .5 degrees

DAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1, .5, .1, seconds
and .01

Aircraft Velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
140, and 160

Aircraft Bank Angles 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Timesj .-,ý, 5, and 8 seconds

Communication Times 1 to 10 seconds

C-3



with,

XA/C - Aircraft ground range to touchdown, ft.

Y - Aircraft lateral 16cation from the runway
centerline, ft.

ZA/C - Aircraft altitude, ft.

XDAS - )AS antenna ground range from touchdown, ft.

Y - DAS antenna lateral location from the runway
centerline, ft.

ZDAS - DAS antenna altitude, ft.

The above equations were derived by using the geometry illus-
trated in Figure C-2.

The column headings for Table C-2 are explainad as
follows:

Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blundered air-
craft heads toward the adjacent approach course measured from
the extended runway centcline.

Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered aircraft.

Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered aircraft
uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of the
blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, CommunicatiGn
Time, and Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

TBlunder Recovery Airspacq (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS. required for a blundered aircraft to recover
from the type 1 or type 2 blunders, measured from the action
point and perpendicular to the extended runway centerline.

"_.4
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Table C-2

Single Aircraft Blunder Analysis Output
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APPENDIX D

DUAL AIRCRAFT BLUNDER ANALYSIS DATA

This appendix contains the output data for the dual
aircraft blunder analysis performed in the Lateral Separation
study. The purpose of the dual aircraft analysis is to evaluate
the hlunder recovery airspace required for a blundered aircraft
to recover from the type 1 ani type 2 blunders, assuming that

4 the blundered aircraft does not immediately respond to control-
ler warnings. Type 1 blunders occur when an aircraft that is
on a track which intercepts the approach course at 100, 200, or
300 passes through the normal operating zone and proceeds
toward the adjacent track. Type 2 blunders occur when an air-
craft which is established on the final approach course (within
the normal operating zone) makes a turn toward the adjacent
course at 150, 300, or 450. The failure of the aircraft to
respond makes it necessary for the controller to command an
avoidance maneuvar for t-he adjacent aircraft approaching the
adjacent runway. The recovery of the blundered aircraft is
considered complete when the heading of the blundered aircraft
is the same as the heading of the aircraft on the adjacent
approach course, meaning that both aircraft are flying parallel
courses at that instant. Therefore, this analysin technique
not only requires maneuvering the blundered aircraft but also
requires maneuvering the aircraft on the adjacent course. The
recovery maneuvers are assumed to be coordinated turns in the
glideslope plane. The dual aircraft blunder analysis is based

A upon the assumed sequence of events shown in Table D-1 and the
2- geometry shown in Figure D-1.

The dual aircraft analysis was used to determine the
* lateral recovery airspace for all combinations of the parametel

values in Table D-2, excludinq the data acquisition system
(DAS) accuracies (cR and CA), and the results are presented in
tabular form in Table D-3. Values for DAS errors (EDAS) should
be added to these data when the position of the DAS antenna
and the blundered aircraft can be approximated.

EDAS is evaluated by using the following equations:

EDAS EA cosp + sinp
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Table 9-1

Dual Aircraft Blunder Analysis
Sequence of Delays

Blunderad Adjacent

()DB AirgI&Lt ._, Aircraft

(1) DAS update delay

(2) Controller1 communication
time

(3) Pilot reaction time

(4) Aircraft 1 radponse time (4) Controller to Controller 2
delay 1

(5) Aircraft turn time (5) Controller2 communication
time

(6) Pilot2 reaction time

(7) Aircraft 2 response time

(1) Aircraft 2 turn time
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01 ,-Blunder
S. •- IRecovery

Airspace V(l-cosB)

V T sinO

Motion During III Communication I
- ---Time + Pilot/ -"4

• •1 ! Aircraft

Reaction Time

I Advance
il ~During

I I Turn

Worst CaseAction Decision Point• ~~Point I ii

"Type I .JMotion During Data
Blunder I AGquisition System

Trajectory I I Update Delay
ji--Data Acquisition SysteL

Error (Worst Case)

} I I T1 Summed Delays = Data Acquisi-Stion System Update Delay +

Communication Time + Pilot/

Aircraft Reaction Time

"Type 2 Bl Deviation Angle

Tyrajectory V - Aircraft Velocity

Tj y - Turn Rate

Figure D-1

Single Aircraft Geometric Analysis of the Two Types of Blunders
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Table D- 2- Blurdered Aircraft Parameter Values

Parameters Values Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 Blunder 10, 20, and 30 degrees
Type 2 Blunder 15, 30,-and 45 degrees

DAS Range Accuracy (eR) 1.5, 1.0, .5, percentages
R and .2 of range

DAS Azimuth Accuracy (cA) 1.5, 1.0, and .5 degrees
A

DAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1, .5, .1, seconds
and .01

Aircraft Velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
340, and 160

Aircraft Bank Aa'les 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Times 1.b, 5, and 8 seconds

Comnnunication Times 1 to 10 seconds
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where,
E R tan CA

S3 ,s
IER" R-
R 100

-4:l

(XDAS _ XA/C) 2 +DAS YAle) 2 + (DAS. A/Ce

P= tan-I {YDAS - YA/CI

with,
X/ - Aircraft ground range to touchdown, ft.

k XA/C

y " Aixrttft lateral location from the runway
centerline, ft.

Z - Aircraft altitude, ft.
A/C

X - DAB antenna ground range from touchdown, ft.

Y - DAS antenna lateral location from the runwaycenteri.ne, ft.

Z -. DAS antenna altitude, ft.

The above equations were derived by using the geometry illustra-
ted in Figure D-2.

The column headings for Table D-3 are explained as
follows:

Blundered Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blun-
dered aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course mea-
sured from the extended runway centerline.

Blundered Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered
aircraft.
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EDAS

Aircraft

A DAS Error Area

YA/C 0

p

XA/C

DAS

Antenna

X Ax DAS

Y DAS

ouchdown

Runway

Figutre D-2 00 Configuration
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Blundered Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered
aircraft uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Blundered Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of
the blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communica-
tion Time, and Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Adjacent Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of
the adjacent aircraft, including the Comntmication Time and
Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time measured from the tinm controller 1
communicates to controller 2 . This occurs at the end cf the
Blundered Summed Delays.

Corrected Parallel Headings (deg.) - the heading angle of both
the blundered and adjacent aircraft at the point in time when
they are flying parallel courses (i.e., the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Correction Time (sec.) - the total time required for
a blundered aircraft to attain a flight course parallel with
that of the aircraft on the adjacent course (total blunder
recovery time measured from the time the blundered aircraft
reaches the action point until the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover to
a course parallel with that of the adjacent aircraft. The
blunder recovery airspace is measured from the action point
perpendicular to the extended runway centerline.

The dual aircraft analysis assumed that the heading
of the adjacent aircraft was equal to 180 degrees (the assumed
runway heading) and that the turn rate of the adjacent aircraft
was equal to 3.0 degrees per second. It should be noted that
the blunder recovery airspace does not always vary with a
change of the adjacent summed delays. Thic condition is due
to the blundered aircraft correcting its heading error before
the adjacent aircraft has time to start a maneuver.
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Table D-3

Dual Aircraft Blunder Analysis Output
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